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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
VOL. 41.

SANTA FE, N. fit
GOULD WINS OUT.

PEACE
RESTORED

He is Now Assured of a Through Line
to His Terminal on ths Atlantic

Coast.

Baltimore, Md., June II The last
obstacle to the completion of the Cum
berland extension of Gould's Western
Order of Governor Peabody
Maryland Railroad, the Wabash extension to tidewater, by means of
the Troops Have Been Rewhich connection will be made with
cti 'ed From
the West Virginia Central
Cripple
Railroad,
was removed today when the state
Creek,
court of appeals sustained the report
of the Western Maryland Company to
construct bridges and condemn right
STRIKING MINERS
of way across the property of the Chesand Ohio Canal Company. The
DEPORTED apeake
suit to prevent the Western Maryland
Company from crossing its property is
of the general fight made by the
Some of Them Deposited Near the part
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad against the
Kansas Boundary Line Were Turned
completion of the Cumberland extension. The Western Maryland's
work
Back by Sheriff of Hamilton
has been the cause of numerous law
County.
suits, of which it has won nearly all.

SATURDAY, JUNE 11, 1904.

FACTS i

ETIHG

ND

NO. 96.
OF BOARD OF TRADE

JAPS OCCUPY

Business Men Protest Against Reduction in Train Service Between
This City and Lamy.

FIGURE

S!0 YEN

Tin- - regular monthly meeting of the
Santa Fe Board of Trade was held
Which is an Important Strategievening at its rooms in the
cal Point Commanding the
Sena block.
The meeting was called to order by
Roads to Kaiping and
President Prince, the minutes were
read by Secretary W. X. Townsend
Haicheng.
and the report of the treasurer handed
in. After routine business was transacted, the proposed change in time REINFORCEMENTS
and reduction in train service between
Santa Fe and Lamy was taken up.
FOR KUROPATKIN
President Prince spoke upon the subject, insisting that no reduction in
service be made and that Said to Be Pushing Eastward Rapidly-"Al- l
train
speedy conection with No. 7 from the
Well" at Port Arthur Accordeast be regularly.
to a Telegram Frsm Rusing
if
consummated
This reduction
would
it
also
make
sian Officer.
necessary
The administration of Governoi M.
Chaves County.
to take
for people who wished
A. Otero has been much criticised b
X. M. Mil. Inst.. .
84,898.93 a Dying trip trom here to AlbuquerPoint Occupied By the Japs.
Democrats,
disgruntled
Republicans
Dona Ana County.
que and back and vice versa, to Important
ll Tin- - town of Sin
June
and fellows that are neither but Who Agricultural College
Tokio,
Cripple Creek. Colorado. June 11
in
a
22,691.21 stay two nights and
Albuquer Yen, now
day
by lie- .Japanese is
Peace is 'oming to Cripple Creek if EXPLOSION IN LARGE SEWER have an ache or pain, as to increase in
occupied
que or Santa Fe and this would result of
Eddy County.
territorial tax rates.
Importance, being
great
General i barman Bell, the, military
strategical
in
of
numbers
Co"
away
people staying
2,293.16
Hospital
40 miles northeast
of.
This paper recently published an ar- Eddy
commander of Teller County, can ac- Demolished
A committee composed situated about
this
from
city.
for Blocks
Buildings
Grant County.
45 miles southeast of Haithe
ticle, reviewing and comparing
L. B. Prince. I. Sparks Kaiping and
complish all he has planned to do. It
of
Four
Around
Persons
Reported
It commands
financial record marie during the Sisters of Mercy
tha
will conr- - through the forcible expulperfectly
and S. Spitz was appointed to confer cheng.
to Have Been Killed.
to
roads
4,745.49
both places.
Hospital
sion of a'' persons who owe allegiance
past seven years of the administration
to
and
with
authorities
the
railway
Reinforcements Pushing Eastward.
of Governor Otero with that, of the Grant Co. Charity
to the Western Federation of Miners,
present to the company clearly that
Chicago, Ills., June 11 By an ex
8.622.41
11
St. Petersburg, June
Hospital
of two Demotwelve
General
whose officers were yesterday charged
years
preceding
and
reduction
the
change
proposed
plosion today m a huge sewer, being cratic and one
Normal
School,
are pushreinforcements
administraKuropatkln's
coroner's
the
re
Republican
with
by
Jury
and
would prove of great detriment,
being
constructed along Thirty-nintStreet tion. This
Silver City . . 34,515.03
0
comparison with respect to
sponsible for the Independence dyna- man holes for many blocks were blown
harm to every business interest of this ing eastward. The first division of
Silver City Dam
men of the tenth army corns, has.
5.000.00
49,882. 93
of
the
the
mite explosion. I'nion miners who
management
legitimate
city.
demolished financial affairs of
up and frame
the Territory stampLuna County.
the Federation will be allowed Bight persons, buildings
The matter of the construction of crossed the Ural Mountains, and folthe city en ed
including
busineLadies
Otero administration as
lowing thfm is a Continuous stream
the
to remain in camp, if they have satis3,498.79
Hospital.
Deming
the
Presbyterian Mission School for of
gineer, Miltimore. are reported to have ss-like,
troop trains. The last men of
and
from
safe
conservative
men
records.
Several
hundred
in
Santa
factory
boys which is soon to be built
McKinley County.
been killed. An accumulation of sew
and
seventeenth corps ar
beginning to end, and also explained Callup Hospital
applied at the Mine Owners' Associa- er gas was apparently the cause.
976. :!8 Fe was then taken up and a commit
scheduled to reach Liao Yang on Aug
in a clear and concise manner, why it
tion today and yesterday for working
Miss
was
to
confer
with
tee
appointed
When an investigation was made it
San Miguel County.
ust 27. The infantry will cross Lake
became necessary. In order to restore
cards but few were issued as the rule was found that
who
Leadingham
represents the Baikal in
Ladies' Relief So. 5.028.20
four had been and
only
Territhe
credit
of
the
ferry boats and the cavalry
of the Investigation of the record of killed, three workmen and
preserve
Presbyterian board of home missions will ride around
41,482,7"
City En tory, to increase tax rates to meet the Nor. University
the circular track.
each applicant was vigorously enconsult
about
with
and
her
furnishing
uuy Milt more, who carried a debts, principal and interest, saddled Insane Asylum 118,230.12 164,741.09
The mobilization of the first army
forced. No radical steps have been gineer
in the
a
site
school
and
do
all
the
for
were
i
torcii.
go ng on the
tiey
Is hurrying.
Santa Fe County.
Two regiments of
taken to enforce the agreement of the gasoline
people by years of Democratic
power of the Board of Trade to help corps
down into the sewer when they en
.
twenty-secono
120,000.0ft
the
division
are at
Penitentiary
and incompetency.
business men to employ no members countered sewer
mismanagement
committee
the project. This latter
and an explosion
gas
School
thirty-seventone
and
13,912.16
of
the
Orphans'
at
of the Unions connected with the local followed.
will call u;vjn the managers of
the
That article, however, did not ex St. Vincent's Hos. 9.491.01
171 miles
southwest
of St.
Trades Amenably, the American Labor
Santa Fe Central Railway in regard to Pakeft
plain all the increased taxation, which
4,786.01!
148,189.80
where
Asy.
reserve
the
Petersburg,
met
"Union or tindred organizations.
30
acre tract which the
it has been charged, has been steadily
releasing the
Socorro County.
Kansas Will Not Receive the Deported FOUND DEAD IN HIS CHAIR. growing. Anyone familiar with the afsome will join. The two divisions expect t
board gave that corporation
.'12,743.70 time ago, other land to he given the start for the front on June 28.
Miners.
fairs of the Territory ten or even eight School of Mines
Novoe Vremya has received a mesLa Junta, June 11 A special from
Taos County.
road in exchange. This 30 acre tract
years ago. knows full well that educafrom the officers of the Russia
7:10. :!0 will probably be offered to the Pres- sage
Holley, Colorado, a town near the Abner McKinley, a Brother of the Late tional institutions were languishing; Sisters of Loretto
Pereseviet at Port Arthur,
President Discovered By His Wife
battleship
Colorado Kansas boundary, says that a
missions
for
of
board
home
charitable institutions were such pracbyterian
Valencia County.
Several Hours After Death.
reporting "all well " It was sent to
trainload of deported Cripple Creek
the boys' mission school referred to.
tically In name only: territorial insti- Orphan:- School. Belen
3.C50.1J
Liao Yang on Jane 9. The Port Arthur
miners stopped half a mile west of the
tutions were run down at the heel.
The board then adjourned subject to
is not specified. The communicadate
11
McAbner
June
Somerset,
Pa.,
of
a
were
were
of
in chronic condition
and all
the chair.
state line and that the prisoners
Total
1538,325.64 the call
tion
may have been brought, to New
a
of
late
brother
the
President, lack of funds for regular maintenance.
unloaded from the cars and ordered by Kinley,
More than $179,000 per year to
by a Chinese junk.
Chwang
was
in his chair at his From examination
found
dead
in
L.
W.
officer
of
various
the
the
Colopel
Kennedy,
maintain institutions and charities, rep- milHlGlPHL SQUABBLE HT RHTON
No Information Obtained.
8
home
o'clock
His
at
this
morning.
to
commamt of the guard to "hike,"
finance bills passed by the different
the
(i
mills of the present tax
New Chwang. June 11 Messengers
east and remain outside the borders of death came without warning to the legislatures prior to the administration resenting
:is
shown
levy
sent to ascertain the truth of the reby the average collecMcKinMrs.
was
found
He
by
family.
ii
A
can
seen
is
that
of
be
of
Otero,
it
this slate
said,
shots,
readily
volley
tion jf taxes during the past three Mayor Orin Will Not Submit to His ports that the Russians are moving a
was tired in the air by the troops who ley, who walked into the room at 8 no appropriations were made
for
Removal Ordered By the City
These figures do not include
years.
large force in the attempt to reliev
in
him
o'clock
discovered
and
sitting
these institutions except of the most $139,000 for
later boarded the train and returned
Council.
Port Arthur, returned here last niirht
improvement
west. The deported men were met. at his chair coid and apparently dead. A meager kind, and a further examina derived from permanent
the sale of public lands.
without learning anything,
was
called
his
and
said
physician
tion of territorial treasurers' reports
the state line by Sheriff Brady of
An examination of this statement
Troubles over the mayoralty of RaDecisive Events Expected Daily.
Hamilton County, Kansas, and 40 depu- death has probably occurred two or will prove that after those appropria will show that the counties from which ton are still rife and Mayor. J. C. Orin
St. Petersburg. June 11 The generbefore.
hours
three
were
as
such
made, largely come the criticisms as to the who was removed by action of the city al staff's advices are
tions,
ties and were turned back. Since early
they were,
that nothing of
they were never paid except in part. increased tax levies, are the very coun council is preparing to take the matter exceptionally gravity has taken
morning the unhappy miners have
place
The only liberal appropriations made ties that are
been straggling into Holley, where TRAIN RODDERS
the direct bene-- I into the courts. Mr. Orin accompan- at Port Arthur during the past few
receiving
resi1892
were
for current expenses. fit of such levies and are
since
breakfast was furnished them by
thereby, in ied by his attorney, A. C. Voorhees. days, hut that decisive events are exand those were insufficient as shown
dents. Many of theni are now walking
reality, actually reducing their rate was in Las Vegas this week consulting pected daily.
AWAY n deficiencies
SLIPPEO
to Lamar, Colorado.
reported by territorial very largely.
with Attorney A. A. Jones, regarding
Must Live as Law Abiding Citizens.
treasurers, and the repeated issuing
Without going into too great detail the unusual procedure of the Raton
1. Louis, June 11
of expense and deficiency bonds.
Governor Willis Escaped
in the matter of tax levies by mills city council. Mr. Orin's attorneys say HMZONH
During the Night From the
All this has been changed under, the it may be worth while to cite a few ex- that the city council has no right to
J. Bailey; of Kansas, who is visiting
Cordon of Men Surrounding Them.
the World's Fair, stated today in reOtero administration. The territorial amples. At the close of the Thornton remove from office a municipal officer
Almost Dying With Huncsr.
IV TROUBLE
nstitutions are in a flourishing eondi- - administration, the Democratic legis- elected by the people. They say that
gard to the report that striking miners from Colorado were to be deported
ion: educational
institutions rank' lature, in 1897. authorized a levy for all Mr. Orin has been guilty of no malfeasGlen wood Springs. Colo., June 11
into Kansas, that he knew nothing off- The train robbers have not yet been with institutions of a similar character territorial institutions, (not including ance in office. The trouble arose over He is Sent to the Penitentiary for Five
Years for Illegally Branding
icially of the matter. He said however, captured.
They slipped through the n the older states and the charitable the penitentiary and charitable asso- a small account in favor of Attorney J.
Cattle.
if the miners are coming to Kansas as cordon of men surrounding them dur- institutions are a credit to the Terri ciations), in the sum of 2.0") mills on Leahy which had been presented to
peaceful and law abiding citizens look- ing the eight and are now hiding in tory. In order to attain this desired the dollar. The Republican legisla- - the mayor for his approval. He deThe Arizona cattle sanitary board is
ing for employment they will be made the bush, it is known that the fugitives result money had to be expended and ture of 1903 made a levy for the same clined to take any action on it at the
welcome, hut if a body of lawless are well nigh dying with hunger and the only revenue that can be derived purposes in the sum of 5.10 mills on time, intending to investigate before after the cow thieves. There has been
men is seeking to invade Kansas, Kan- it is believed that they will either be is from taxation. The wilful misrep- - the dollar, thus accounting
for 8.05 sanctioning the expenditure. The coun- a good deal of illegal branding done in
'
it
on
this
sas will take care of them.
make
esentations
decil thereupon removed the mayor from Pinal Countv, and the officers have
soon
or
tax
die
from
mills
of
the
which
starvation.
subject
rate,
captured
present
Landed Near Coolidge.
necessary to place before the tax pay signing people and yellow papers as- office and it is said that the council been pretty well satisfied as to who
ers of the Territory a brief showing as sure the public is due to extravagance will take the same action as regards was doing the work, but have had a
Topeka, June 11 General Passenger
to what has been accomplished in the in official salaries under the Otero ad- the city treasurer unless he pays the hard time getting the necessary proof.
Agent Black of the Santa Fe Road KILLED WHILE
"We have
said at 11 o'clock today:
way of extending financial aid to these ministration.
warrant in question when presented. Recently the board got some strong
BEATING HIS WIFE institutions.
proof in three cases against W. T.
just received advices from Coolidge,
Now, if it is good policy, if it is good
of Gila Counan
to the effect that our special train from
Armstrong,
reto
reduce expenses
During the past three years twelve management
A
In the
ty. Armstrong was arrested.
Victor, Colorado, containing 91 deof results and if the tax pay- LAMM MAKING
receiv
of
have
counties
the
gardless
Territory
InAn Eleven Year Old Girl Shot Her
case he put up a defense which
first
ported miners was run to the state
ers
care
do
not
for
of
over
treasurer
the
from
territorial
ed
the
HIMSELF
FOOL
OF
Territory
sane Father Who Had Threatened
cast a strong doubt as to his guilt, as
line, two miles west of Coolidge and
one-hal- f
million of dollars, all derived schools, do not wish their institutions
Whole
Kill
to
the
Family.
men.
The
train
unloaded
the
there
direct from taxation, for their main kept up and are not disposed to be An Alamogordo Man Tries the Hope- regards that particular cow. The next
case was stronger, and the jury found
then departed for the west. Three of
while twelve counties of the charitable, then cut them out. lower
of Converting the Chief
Task
less
Norton, Kansas, June 11 A. C. Jen- tenance,
him guilty, and the court sentenced
the miners went into Coolidge, others
tax- taxes, and go back to where the Tersix miles east of Norton, Territory have been paying their
of Police of St. Louis.
him to five years in the penitentiary.
adminispassed over the state line afoot into kins, living
was
Democratic
under
to
this
and
have
es
raise
money
help
ritory
while beating his wife today was shot
The third case will not be tried until
Colorado."
to
who
desire
Those
disbursed
one
dollar
of
trations.
it
persons
old daughter. not had
Anthony Lamm of Alamogordo. he gets out of the penitentiary.
Later, it was learned that the min- dead by his eleven year
in demanding a
show
are
the
Here
boundaries.
their
faith
within
their
good
had
Otero County, says the St. Louis
ers who started west temporarily lo- He was undoubtedly insane and famdo
tax
rate can best
figures, which are based on direct pay-- ; lower
was taken to the emergencated at Holley, Colorado, a big salva- often threatened to kill his whole
treas-to
so
themselves
j
elect
ments made by the territorial
by pledging
ily.
cy
hospital
yesterday to be held for ALBUQUERQUE
tion army station.
members of the next legislature who
urer:
The physicians state
observation.
SALOON ROBBED
are committed to vote for a bill abolSet Adrift on the Prairie.
Bernalillo County.
is suffering from
that
he
religious
11
to
A
special
GOVERNOR 6ENERAL
Sisters Hospital $ 2,778.67
Ksnsa; City. June
ishing or curtailing the income of any mania. Lamm arrived in the city sevthe Star from Syracuse. Kansas, says
public institution or charity located in eral
A Slick Thief Manages to Make Away
University ofNew
days ago to attend the World's
OF CANADA
71,755.49 $ 74,584.16 thejr respective districts
Mexico
the deported miners were set down a
With a Wad of From $700 to
Victhe
at
has
been
Fair and
stopping
few rods over the Colorado state line
$900.
He attended church yestertor
house.
and desierted on the prairie to make
to
went
and
afterward
day morning,
their way east as best they could. At Earl Grey, Lord .Lieutenant of Norththe latter. Most of the other candi- the Four Courts, where he attempted
The safe in the White Elephant saumberland, Will Succeed Earl
THEY WHNTJtELLEHHN.
the point set down there is no eating
dates have withdrawn, but there are to convert Chief Kiely and several loon at Albuquerque, was robbed of
of Minto.
station and the men were practically
one or two of them still in the race, members of the latter's office force to from $700 to $900 in cash, the thief
tStsiitute.
Sup-pothinking they can get the appointment his religious views. Lamm is about 48 making good his escape. The robbery
His
For
Roswell
at
Postmaster
11
is
announced
It
June
London,
is surrounded by a good many mysterTroops Recalled.
through outside influence. The in- years old.
Unanimous.
Almost
Lord Lieutenant of
ious features which tend to make it
Colorado Springs, Colo., June 11 A that Earl Grey,
for Mr. Kellehan is practidorsement
Northumberland, has been appointed
In addition to the
cally unanimous.
complicated, for while the robber had
special from Cripple Creek to the Tele- to succeed the Earl of Minto as Gover- Special to New Mexican.
THE DATE IS JUNE 21.
only to unlock the inside doors of the
graph says: Acting under the recom- nor General of Canada.
Roswell, June 8 The Republican Republican county central committee,
he
been
recommended
has
mendation of Adjutant General Bell, it
safe, the outside doors having been
by
every
Chaves
county central committee of
is understood that the state troops
County held a special session in this county official, many city officials and When the Republicans Meet in Con- left unlocked, as is the custom of the
Will be called from the Cripple Creek KILLED DY
house, it is a mystery how the pecuSHOT. city June 7 and recommended by unan- about every business man and mervention in Chicago to Nominate
AJISSED
district tonight, as there appears to be
liar pattern of key necessary could
Candidate for President.
imous vote the appointment as post- chant here. All the papers in the case
no further necessity for their remainhave been secured and almost equally
this have been sent to Delegate Rodey at
of
of
master
Robert
Kellehan
Pacitsch Meets Death in the town to nil
ing in the field. During the morning Andy
mysterious how the robber could have
the vacancy caused by the Albuquerque with the request that he To the Editor of the New Mexican:
Stratton Independence Another
General Bell talked with Governor
entered and, left the office where the
of the late Postmaster J. B. send them to Washington with his apdeath
as
to
are
made
Many
being
inquiries
Miner Fatally Wounded.
Peabody over the long distance teleMatthews, which occurred on the 3d proval and ask Mr. Kellehan's ap- - the date of the Republican convention. safe is kept and which is in full view
pointment.
phone and informed him that the dis
instant.
Much is said daily about the conven- from all parts of the saloon and club
Mr. Kellehan is a first class man. tion
Victor, Colorado, June 11 Andy
trict was iuiet and that Sheriff Bell
observed.
were a rin
There
meeting in Chicago but no date rooms, without being
had full control of the situation. It is Pacitsch was killed in the ninth level all. hut the onU- .'iH0,-phv ver' capable, thoroughly honest and a is ever given.
this the committee were
understood that upon receipt of this of the Stratton Independence
Kelle- - consistent and hard working Republi
EXTRA NIGHT POLICE
.
th.
1 i
information the Governor authorized morning by an explosion of a missed han and of Carl M. M U
can. who has always been ready to
IN ROSWELL.
convention
The
national
known
well
a
Republican
Bird,
General Bell to return to Denver and shot, John M. Marshall was fatally and
sacrifice himself for the good of the for the nomination of candidates for
The putting on of an extra night poresident
at
respected
and
present
- wounded
furfrom
evdismiss the present troops
by the same shot.
President and Vice President will be lice in Roswell has not so far proven
deputy district court clerk. The com party. He deserves the position,
ther active duty.
mittee sent for Mr. Bird and Mr. Ke- erybody says.
held in' the city of Chicago on Tuesday, to be any additional expense to the
Keep your business ever before the llehan and the matter was
June 21. 1904. The Democratic na- city, as Policeman Cathay has thus far
fully disThe New
Printing Com- - public b advertising in your home cussed, Mr. Bird agreeing to withdraw-iEngraved
visiting; cards with or with- tional convention for the same purpose taken into custody enough nocturnal
favor of Mr. Kellehan.
pany will do your job work with neat- - paper. A good rdvertlser always has
This out plata furnished by the Ntw Meal-ca- n will be held in St. Louis on Wednes- evil doers to offset his wages in extra
onset enterprise
, success la any
new and dispatch.
a
fines.
unanimous rote for
Printing Company.
brought about
day, July C, 1904.
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THE

REDUCED ASSESSMENTS FOR 1904
IN SANTA FE COUNTY.
It is reported that the tax valuation
of this county tor the present year will
from
decrease
show a considerable
that of last year. This is to be ascribed to several causes. Among
them are: The cutting off of the
precinct and annexing it to Rio
LegArriba County by the Thirty-fiftislative Assembly; the action of the
board of equalization in reducing last
year's assessment on land grants,
when in all reason., the assessment
insuffishould have been increased;
cient and careless assessment in
many cases: reductions in other cases
in tax returns given in by property
owners; in some instances no assessments at all where such should
All these caushave been made.
es have combined to bring about, this
effect. The territorial board of equalization at its last session made an order fixing the assessment of this counas
The valuation
ty at $2,200,000.
shown by the tax roll, it is expected,
will be several hundreds of thousands
of dollars below this. How the territorial board of equalization will enforce this mandate is not exactly clear.
The question is an interesting one and
will come before that board at its September sessions in this city.
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MAX. FROST
PA V L A. P. WALTER.

Editor

Entered as Second Class matter at
tie Santa Fe Postofflce.
Tbe New Mexican is the oldest
rewspaner in New Mexico. It is sent
to every postofflce in the Territory,
nu lias a larg and growing circulation among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
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$1
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JUDGE MANN'S APPOINTMENT IS
ALL RIGHT.
The Deming Graphic is of the opinion that the appointment of Judge Edward A. Mann is all right and remarks
editorially in the matter:
"Another New Mexico man has been
appointed to the Supreme Bench of
this Territory, and the principal of
home rule again endorsed by the adThis time it is Edward
ministration.
A. Mann of Las Cruces who has ben
appointed as judge of the Sixth Judicial District which has just been
formed. He is a leading citizen of
Dona Ana County and had the support
of nearly the entire Republican party
of the Territory, so his appointment is
in every way satisfactory and the wisb3
dom of the appointment cannot
questioned."

THE PROPOSED REDUCTION OF
TRAIN SERVICE BETWEEN
SANTA FE AND LAMY.
It is reported that a change in the
schedule of trains running to Santa Fe
will soon be made by the Atchison,
& Santa Fe Railway and that but
two trains from Lamv every 24 hours
Will lie run, these making connection
With Nos. 1 and 2, the former from
the east ami north and the latter from
toe south and west. Should this reduction in train service be made, it will
be a groat detriment and of much harm
to the business and tourist interests of
The platform of the Nebraska Demthis city. The mails will be delayed:
travc h i s will not be able to get in and ocracy which was drawn by Mr. Bryan
out id' town as rapidly as they desire land adopted unanimously by the con
and iti many other respects this, if vention which he controlled, shows
carried out, will be harmful to this plainly that this Democratic leader is
town.
The Xew Mexican has already switching from free silver to the adcalled attention to this and has urged vocacy of fiat money for the country.
He will have a strong following in the
the Hoard of Trade to take action.
the
called
St. Louis convention and will make
also
has
upon
This paper
city council to take up this question, himself felt. Between his fiat money
but that body is so slow and so pon- schemes and the gold bugism of the
reorganizes,
derous that it has not yet found the Cleveland--Parker-Hitime to grasp the idea. If the people there is a vast difference. How this
will sit idly by and have their town will be smoothed over at St. Louis is
injured and harmed by the reduction one 01 tne questions now tuasmue
of train service on the Santa Fe, noth- the Democratic party leaders.
ing else can be done and they will
IT. S. Senator Chailes Warren Fairhave to take their medicine. They
should arouse themselves and send let- banks of Indiana will be a candidate
ters and telegrams to General Mana- for the Republican nomination for the
Chicago convenger 11. U. Mudge at Topeka and pro- vice presidency at the
test strongly and emphatically against tion. Former U. S. Senator Edward
any more reduction of train service. O. Wolcott of Colorado is to place him
There is no doubt in the opinion of in nomination. It looks now as if eithwell informed persons that their pro- er Mr. Fairbanks or Representative
tests will be heeded and that no de- Robert H. Hitt of Illinois would recrease in service will be made if the ceive the preferment. Either would
proper representations are made to add strength to the ticket and aid
Mr. Mudge. The company will lose largely in its success. The Republimuch more by this move, if carried in- cans will be satisfied and happy with
to effect, than it will gain in saving a either of them.
few dollars each day by the cutting
down of the number of trains run on
Attorney General P. H. Knox has
Mexican
New
The
been
branch.
appointed by the Governor of
the Lamy
urges the merchants, business men Pennsylvania to be the United States
and property owners of this town to Senator from the Keystone State to
get a speedy move on. The question fill the vacancy brought about by the
is verv important and should not be death of the late Matthew Stanley
neglected. Time is fleeting and now is Quay. The appointment is certainly an excellent one and creditable to Govthe hour to act.
2
ernor Pennypacker and the state. The
new Senator is tuny equipped lor me
BAD
AND
WATER
MUCH
TOO
position and will be found of great serROADS.
to his state, to his party and to
vice
Fortunate San Juan County! While the
of the country.
people
many other sections of the Territory
scara
of
complain of the drouth and
The Texas Populists held a largely
city of water, the Aztec Index com- attended convention at Dallas Thursments upon the bad condition of the
elected delegates to the
roads in that county because there la day. They
convention to be held
national
Populist
too much water in the following sad
at Springfield. Illinois, and demanded
strain:
the selection of an "old line middle of
"We are ashamed to have to make
road Populist." They are not as
the
the statement, but it is a fact neverthe- many as they
once were but are still
in
a
are
less, that our roads in places
a
for
fight.
ready
deplorable condition. The cause is
due to the neglect in taking care of
The Delaware Democratic conventhe waste water and taking the trou- tion, held last Wednesday, has instrucble to culvert ditches which cross the
ted the delegates from that state for
public highway. The ditch that crossas its
Judge
es the road near the southwest corner choice. George Grayit is notpresidential
probable,
Although
of J. R. Hilderbrand's farm, west of
it is possible that presinevertheless
means
of
several
been
the
Aztec has
may
dential nomination lightning
rigs being broken and is almost im- strike the Delaware man at St. Louis.
not
is
the
This
place,
only
passable.
as you will find places of a like nature
The Democrats of Colorado In their
upon all the public highways in San recent state convention did one sensiJuan County. We sneak of this parti-- ble
thing for which the people of this
cular spot as it is nearest to us, and
thank them very sincerely
Territory
bethere are several just such places
a resolution
tween here and Flora Vista, although and kindly. They adopted
within
statehood
single
demanding
are
bad.
so
There
perhaps not quite
MexNew
for
limits
territorial
present
laws compelling people to take care
Arizona.
and
ico.
Oklahoma,
of their waste water and if our road
supervisors haven't time to look after
Every citizen of this town interested
the roads under their jurisdiction then
uome one who travels such roads in its prosperity should sign a protest
should make a complaint. Let us all against the proposed reduction of train
be advocates of good roads and if it is service between Lamy and this city on
Such cutting
your duty to look after the road in a the Santa Fe Railway.
down would be a severe blow at the
certain district, do your duty."
prosperity and will bein? of the Capital of New Mexico.
The Portales Times in its last issue
contains 31 announcements of citizens
that the women of the
It is
who are candidates for county office-- . "400' inreported
New
Chicago, PhiladelYork,
Thev are mostly Democrats: there
of the large towns of
and
others
phia
may be two or three Republicans the country are now wearing stockings
among them. This shows quite well with
pockets. They do this probably
,lor the 'ratriotism of the people of the
in order to know when their husbands
Many of
new county of Roosevelt.
are attempting to steal their money.
them desire to hold offices. As there
3.1.
are but ten county offices to be fill
The Roswell Record remarks: "A
some of these candidates will lie left
is on among our Republican
scramble
will
out in the cold. Nevertheless, they
friends for the office of postmaster.
nominations.
Holding
for
the
try
Democrats can look on and enjoy the
county offices in Roosevelt County
niuit be considered by its citizens a contest." Of course., there is never
Demvoft ;ob, else there would not be so a scramble for offices among the
in New Mexico!
ocrats
.
.
men;
To-pek-

"
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Manager and Associate Editor.
PERCY F. KNIGHT,
Secretary and Treasurer.

it.

thr

in

dark was a favoi- ite with duelists
Two men weie
locked in a dark
room and crawled
stealthily from
corner to corner,
until some false
step made one of
them the target

for bullet or

blade.
Life is a duel
in the dark with
One false step, one mistake,
disease.
and the attack comes swift and sudden
The mistake which commonly opens the
way for an attack by disease is neglect
of the symptoms of stomach trouble.
When eating is followed by undue fullness, belchings, sour or bitter risings,
etc., disease is attacking the stomach.
The best wav to frustrate such an attack is to use "Dr. Pierce's Golden MedIt cures diseases of the
ical Discovery.
stomach and other organs of digestion
and nutrition, and makes the body
strong and healthy.

"I was suffering very much with myof head and
Weldon,
Gill,
stomach," writes Mrs. W.wasC. so
dizzy when I
Co., Ala "head
Shelby raise
would
up in bed would fall right back.
,

Could eat but verv little, in fact scarcely anyseemed to be t heavy weight in my
thing, there
stomach so I could not rest; I had to belch very
often and would vomit u nearly everything I
ate I was in :i bad condition. 1 took lour botGolden Medical Discovery
tles of Dr. Pierce's
'
am
and five of his ' Favorite Prescription and
now well and hearty. I feel like a new woman
all.
for
it
and give Dr Pierce's medicines credit
from physicians without
1 had taken medicine
any benefit as I could see."

Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical
Adviser is sent free on receipt of stamps
to pay expense of mailing only. Send
21 one-cestamps for the papei covered
book, or 31 stamps for the cloth-bounAddress Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.

intimating that
unless the platform to be adopted at
the St. Louis convention corresponds
with that adopted at Kansas City in
1900, there will be trouble for the Democracy in this campaign. Go it, ColMr. Bryan is again

Attorneys at Law.

OXFORD CLUB
I

i

MAX. FROST,
Attorney at Law.
Santa Fe : : : : New Mexico

Has on hand a ratrranr sctppfy of

1

Edward l.

the finest brand
WINES. LIQUORS AND CIGARS
All tbe Popolar Gaoaas.
8AM FRANCISCO

ST., SAJfTA

J. E. Lacome,

WM, M.

RICHARD H. HANNA,
Attorney at Law,
Offices Griffin Block.
Phone CG.

M.

EUGENE A. F1SKE.

Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Santa Fe, N. M.
Supreme and District Court Practice

Proprietor

BENJAMIN

Santa Fe.

alRussell Sage, the millionaire,
though 83 years of age, objects to the
vacation habit. He is evidently not
thinking that he will soon have to
take the long vacation himself. He is
an uncompromising old duffer.

Every day of inaction by the city
council of the Capital in the matter
and cleaning
of city improvements
and, beautifying this town is a positive
detriment and of harm to the community.

The Parker band wagon is traveling
ahead very slowly. It may be that the
weight of the big fat man from Princeton, New Jersey, is too much for the
vehicle.
Judge Alton Brooks Parker is still
session with himself and
shows no sign of taking the people
In executive

by local applications, as they cannot reach
the diseased portion of the ear. There isisonly-onby
way to cure deafness and that
constitutional remedies Deafness is nausea
liu
mucous
of
the
by an inflamed condition
When this tube
ins of the Buitaehian Tube.
is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or
when
and
it is entirely
imperfect hearing,
closed, Deafness is the result, and unless the
inflammation can betaken out and this tube
will
restored to its no I niul condition, hearing
be destroyed forever: nine cases out of ten
are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but
an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give Ona Hundred Dollars for any
case of Deafness realised by catarrh) that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure
Send for circulars free.
V. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. 0.
Sold bv Druggists, 7!e.
Take Hall's Faini Dills for constipation

Have your
plans and specifications made by R. M.
Nake, architect and builder.
Do you intend to build?

Beginning Just 1st the Denver &
Rio Grande names rates from Santa
Fe as follows:
To Pueblo and return, $17.53.
To Colorado Springs and return,

Practice in all the Courts, Taos,
WILLlAivI

BANK

THE FIRST NATIONAL

Fair, hnJ Suburban Handicap
Write for quotations. Commissions handled
World's

on all races.

(Late Survevnr (I
Attorney-at-Law- .
Santa tt
u
Land and mining business a' specialty!
-
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United States Designated Depository.
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Practices in the District anri Kin.
preme Courts. Prompt and careful at
tention given to all business.
District Attorney for the G01
of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Tao3 and Saa
Juan. Santa Fe, N. M.
Attorney-at-Law- .

WIlllAM VAUGHN, PROP.

Practices in all the courts.
"Mining cases and mineral patents
a specialty."

Large Sample Rooms for Commercial ffien

FRANK W. CLANCY,

LAS CRUCES,

New Mexico

Santa F

Attorney-at-La-

Court in Washington.
ALBUQUERQUE - - NEW MEXICO.

"STRONGEST IN THE WORLD."

THE EQUITABLE LIFE
ASSURANCE SOCIETY

A. B. RENEHAN,
Attorney-at-La-

OSTEOPATHY

Oustanding Assurance
Dec. 31, 1903 . .
New Assurance Issued

.

DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON",
Osteopath.
No. 108 Palace Avenue.
Successfully treats acute and chroaie
diseases without drugs or medicine.
No Charge for Consultation.

$1,409,918,742.00

322.047.968.00

in 1903

Income '
Assets Dec. 31, 1903

73.718,350.93
381,226,035.53

.

Assurance Fund and all
other liabilities
Surplus
Paid Policy holders in

Hours:

Office,

Store.

34.949.672.27

2-- 5

p. m.

Phoae

15&

DR. C. N. LORD.
Block, over Spits' Jawelry
South Side of Plaza,

Kahn

On the Plaza.
(Successor to Dr. Manley.)

Vice-Presiden- t.

Civil Engineers

EDWARD GRUNSFELD, Manager,

Albuquerque, N. M.

&

Surveyors

JAY TURLEY,
Civil Engineer and Surveyor,
Irrigation Work a Specialty.
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
Santa Fe, N. M.

MRS. L. A. HARVEY, Agent,
102 Chapelle St., Santa Fe, N. M

Stenography

A. P. HOGLE

&

Typewriting.

LEW H. BLAKE,
Stenography and Typewriting.
Notary Public.
135 Palace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.
Calls promptly answered.
Office Phone 76. Residence Phone 151

Undertaker and
Funeral Director

Notary Public, Stenographer and
writer. Translations

GALISTEO STREET

From Spanish into ttn, Hsb and

Eest of Kefeence Given as an EMBALMER.

Tim

m.,

C. O. HARRISON, X. D. 8..
Office: Over Fischer's Drug Store.

JAMES W. ALEXANDER, President.

RESIDENCE

2

DENTISTS

307,871,897.50
73,354,138.03

.

JAMES H. HYDE,

Pah

ty. Rooms 8 and 9, Sena Building,
ace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.

HENRY B. HYDE, Founder.

.

w.

Practices la the Supreme and DistrM?
Court. Mining and Land Law a special-

OF THE UNITED STATES.

1903

NEW M3XICO.

(District Attorney 2d Judicial District.)
Practices in ths District Courts and
the Supreme Court of the Territory, also before the United States Supreme

'PHONE

Nit

1st

Type-

from

English into Spanish carefully made.
Office with U. S. Attorney for the
Court of Private Land Claims, Federal

Culls

141

Building.

FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Santa Fe, N. M.

Cloudcroft, "Nature's Poof Garden."
Season June 18 to September "0, 1904.

Wines!

First class short order meals at the
Bon Ton.

a "OUR

PLACE"

Will Be Pound a Full Line of Table Wines for Family
by Telephone Will Be Promptly Filled I

W. R. PRICE.

Prop.

I

Trad.
y

Santa Fe,

N. M. 2

CHICAGO.

628

E. C. ABBOTT,
Attorney-at-Law-

EDWARD C. WADE,

James Olnary
4183
ST
Lens Distance Phones Yards

H. H. LLEWELLYN,

CHAS. F. EASLEY.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

Mexi-

AMERICAN DERBY

U

Las Cruces. New Marian
District attorney for Dona Ana. Otero,
wianc, iuna and Sierra Counties.
Third Judicial District.

$28.05.

FUTURE BOOKS

N.

Attorney-at-Law- .

To Denver and return, $22.55.
To Glenwoou Springs and return,

Loose leaf ledgers at the Xew
can Bindery.

Palace Am

Attorney-at-La-

HENRY L. WALDO, Vice President

$19,55.

Limited to 30 days from date of sale,
stop over privilege at and north of
Pueblo. Final limit October 31st. F.
H. McBride, agent.

N. M.

WILLIAM McKEAN.

into his confidence.

Deafness Cannot be Cured

READ,

Office Sena Block.

J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.

K.J. PALEN, President,

On

The chemists of the department of
agriculture report that many patent
medicines contain from 20 to 40 per
cent of alcohol. This may account for
the great sale of such preparations in
the prohibition states of the Union.

M.

Attorney-at-Law- ,

onel!
Monday last the Republicans
carried Oregon by greatly increased
majorities over those of two years ago.
This is a strong indication that as
went Oregon, so will the country go
on election day in November next.

bartlett.

Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico Gffie
in the Capitol.

P. F. HANLEY

Fine Wines, Liquors & Cigars
and Native Wines for Family Use.

Imported --OM Crow,
OUR SPECIALTIES
McBnyar. Oockeneimer Rye, Taylor
and Paxton, OM Jordan and Moqagiaff. ty., Whiskies.

SAN FRANCISCO STREET

SANTA

FE. fl. ft.

tft

Santa Fe New Mexican, Sateray, Jane

Woman's
Nature

Is to

love children, and noi

home can be completely;

happy without them, yet tin'
ordeal throueh which the ex
pectant mother must pass usually is
so full of suffering, danger and fear
that she looks forward to the critical
hour with flrTrrif'ris;i-r- i anA
Mother's Friend, by its penetrating and soothing properties,
llays nausea, nervousness, and allnnpleasant feelings, and
sw, prepares me system ror tne
eroealithat she passes through
the event safely and with but
little swflfcriag, as numbers
lave testified and said, "it is
"worth its weight in gold." $1.00 per
Wfctfcetf druggists. Book containing
niluiible information mailed free.

Mother's
Friend

KWFNELO HvtJLATOB CO.. Atlanta. Ga.

LOOK

AT THE CL00D8 FROM THE TOP

And so see the Silver Lining.
do

it from

OUR TRAINS.

You can
We go

above them in places.

Fjexkan Central Railway
With Its Two Thousand Miles of Track

Reaches All the Principal Places
of Interest and Note.

W.

D.

Address the undersigned for full and reliable Information.
A. DULOHERY,
MURDOCK, A. G. P. A.,
Commercial Agent, El Paso,
City of Mexico.

Texa.

Wabash Route
Mknrttt FUJ

ST. LOUIS

NIAGARA

PALLS

CHICAGO

NEW YORK

DETROIT

BOSTON

BUFFALO

earxom.
Ormt

Shortest m4 Only

$Ebe

St. Loala to ITIafam

lte

i

Track fro Kmmh
i

City o
OoarroaJooeoa.

'fine and Service Unexcelled
Three 8iM Fast Ttwoaf k Trains

Daily

fools served la the eote.
allowed oa all
Wabash Palace Dtakut Con. Far farther MoroMtto Inquire of Conooo
IX 9. HTGECOCK,
makes AffMoto or address
Stop-ov- er

HEW
A

PIEXICflJT ST.

LOOIS.

Few More of the Remarkable Exhibits That Are Attracting More
Than Ordinary Aattention.

The following is a dispatch from St.
Louis on the subject of the New Mexico
exhibit at the Exposition:
A priceless collection of Indian curios and relics, which cost many years
and much money to gather, is one of
the interesting and instructive features in the Anthropology building at
the World's Fair. It is. from the famous Harvey .Museum on the Santa Fe
Railway station at Albuquerque. New
Mexico. This valuable exhibit contains about fifty Navajo blankets,
some of them more than a hundred,
years old and still good for many more
years of use. These famous blankets
made by the Navajo Indians never
have been equalled by blankets made
by any other people or machinery.
They are carefully woven by hand in
crude looms constructed by the Indians themselves, and in color, design
and texture are without equal.
There is also a large basket collection from the finest work in basketry
of the southwestern Indians, buffalo
robes, gaudily painted and decorated,
and bead work of all kinds, made by
and other
Hupi, PomoB, Skohomish
This
Indian tribes of the far west.
fine collection of relics and curios and
Indian work of ail kinds is in charge
of a special agent. .1. F, Hinkle. who
conducts the famous Harvey Museum
It is worth going far
at Albuquerque.
to see, and there is enough in this collection to entertain and interest visitors from all parts of the world who
can appreciate a fine exhibit of the
work of ancient and modern Indians.
All kinds of curious things can be
seen at the World's Fair, some of
them being of peculiar interest on account of their associations.
Among
the latter is a collection of old guns,
pistols and bowie knives which were
owned and used by Kit Carson, the famous scout and Indian killer. These
old weapons are part of the New Mexico exhibit at the fair. Some of them
have figured in many a bloody encounter with hostile savages and have
remarkable records of daring deeds
arid deadly work.
A large collection of Indian relics
and ancient Spanish weapons and
curios of every description form another interestins feature of New Mexico's
exhibit.
This rich Territory has a fine agricultural exhibit in the Palace of Agriculture and a general mining exhibit
in the Mines building and a mine in
operation in Mining Gulch.

MINES AND MILLS.

tand

PENITENTIARY BIDS.
Santa Fe, New Mexico, June 1 1904.
Sealed proposals will be received by
the board of New Mexico penitentiary
commiss ioners at the office of the
until 10 o'clock a. m., on
Monday, June 13, 1904, for furnishing
and delivering at the New Mexico penitentiary the supplies hereinafter mentioned, or so much thereof as the
i)oant may deem sufficient. Payment
for s;ai) supplies will be made in cash.
Delivery of all supplies except perishable articles must be as directed by

he superintendent.
Samples will be required of all articles marked with an asterisk, and

these should be labeled, showing name

of bidder, price, etc., and must be delivered to the superintendent not latter than 9 o'clock on said day.
AH bids must be strictly in accord-ancwith the conditions on blank proposals, which will be furnished by the
superintendent on application; no bid
otherwise made will be entertained. A
bond will be required from all successful bidders for the faithful fulfillment
of contracts within ten days after date
of award.
75,000 lbs. fresh beef, prime quality,
sleeps and shanks excluded.
e

25,000 lbs. flour.
,
3,000 lbs. beans.
1,000 lbs. oatflakes.
500 lbs. evaporated peaches.
500 lbs. evaporated apples.
500 lbs. prunes
2,000 lbs. hominy.
250 lbs. raisins.
50 sacks granulated augar.
1,000 lbs. rice.
25 cases laundry soap.
25 lbs. black pepper, whole.
60-7-

1 case baking soda.
MOO lbs. baking powder.

3 doc. vanilla, half pints.
3 don, lemon, half pints.
2,000 lbs. corn meal,

case corn starch.
10 cases Cal. fruits, asst'd.
10 eases tomatoes, canned.
5 cases canned corn.
100 lbs. laundry starch,
200 lbs. sal soda.
1

syrup.
The board of New Mexico penitenthe right
tiary commissionersall reserves
bids.
o reject any and
In submitting bids for above supplies, bidders should write, plainly on
BTetope the following: "Bids for supplies for New Mexico penitentiary,"
with name or names of bidder or
to avoid the opening of same by
R toon-el- s

bid-tier- s,

i

mistake.
Mexico
By order of the board of New
penitentiary commissioners.
H. O. BURSUM,

Superintendent.
Samples may be sent separately,
duly marked and numbered, to the

office.
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Pianos!
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FRANK DIBERT

Christian American
D PRICE'S
Says, " I have lived almost exclusively for months on

WHEAT FLAKE CELERY

FOOD
with a moderate amount daily of fruits and vegetables
nothing else. I endure heat and cold better,
have increased in vigor of mind and body; am not subject to colds, headache or indigestion; have no
longings, craving, gnawing, achings or heaviness of the stomach'" There can be no doubt that many
dyspeptics can cure themselves, (other habits considered) by eating DR. PRICE'S FOOD which meet
the requirements of the system and the capabilities of the stomach.

Palatable

Easy of Digestion and Ready to Eat

Nutritious
My signature on
very package.

Dr. Price, the

".rair

Prepared by PRICE CUttL

In

FOOD

mm.

iwmmT
Passenger Schedule

on

QjeS
and Delicious Flavoring Extracts.

of Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder

the Santa

CO., Food

CHEEK, MICH., Main

BATTLE

Mills,

Offices, CHICAGO.

The People All Say;

Fe Central Railway Daylight PasThat THE NEW MEXICAN Prints All the
Between
senger Service
Santa Fe and El Paso.
News. A good paper to have in yoar home, in yoor
The Santa Fe Central Railway Comstore, in yoar office or in yottr shop. If tyoo would
pany will inaugurate effective June 5,
1904, new passenger service between
keep posted on the events of the day, subscribe for
Santa Fe and El Paso, in connection
with the El
System. This new service will be daily
and close connection will be made at
El
Torrance. New Mexico, with the
System trains to
and from El Paso and all points south,
east and west of El Paso.
Santa Fe Central train No 1 will
leave Santa Fe dally 'at C o'clock a. m.
and arrive at Torrance, 10:25 a. m.,
leave Torrance 10:.10 a. m. and arrive
& Rio
Rie
Rio
EI Paso 6 p. m. El
&
Rio
will
No.4
train
from
System
depart
El Paso 7:25 a. m. arrive Torrance
3 : 25 p. m.
Santa Fe Central train No.
2 will leave Torrance ":Z0 p. m. arTHE POPULAR LIME TO
rive Santa Fe 8 p. m. Connection will
also be made at Torrance with all
Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek. Lead vllle.
trains to and from the east via the El
Glenwood Springs, Aspen, wand Junction, Salt
and Rock Island
Lake City, Ogden. Butte, Helena, San Francisco,
El
all
Systems,
Los
Anoefes, Portlamf. Tacoma, and Seattle. Also
System trains will carry Pullman
Reaches all the Pr nclpal Towns and Mining Camps
standard, wide vestibule equipment, a
In Colorado, Utah and New Mexico.
standard and tourist sleeper, also
chair car. These trains will also carry Rock Island System dining cars in
which all meals will be served.
Attention is also called to the fact
and
To all Mountain Resorts
that the EI
Rock Island systems are paying espeto the Pacific Coast
cial attention to World's Fair travel. HTiThe Only Line Passing Through Salt Lake City Enroute
It has been arranged for their trains
to arrive in St. Louis in the morning
and theirs' is the only line from the
AND
BETWEEN
southwest which has its own station
at the World's Fair grounds, and passALAMOSA
SALT LAKE CITY
engers traveling via this line may
CRIPPLE CREEK OGDEN
leave the train at the World's Fair
PORTLAND
LEADVILLE
GLENWOOD SPGS SAN FRANCISCO
gates and avoid the crowds and delay
GRAND JUNCT'N LOS A NGELES
at the Union Station.
For passenger rates and other infor,
mation address or call on B. W.

THE DAILY NEW MEXICAN"
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Denver
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6rande Western,
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Santa Fe and
Southern Railroads.
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RIO ARRIBA COUNTY.
A. E. Young and T. Beresford
Colorado, have taken an option on

of

the

Buckhorn claim in Eureka Gulch. Bromide district, and are now prospecting
the ground. They have also taken a
lease on the mill of the Atlantic Mining Company.
The Jaw Bone Company operating
at Hopewell, has received a
power boiler. The boiler now in use
on the mine will give power tor the
diamond drill. Two or three shifts are
to be run on the drill in order to prove
the ground before winter sets in. The
work mapped out at present for the
Musicians
Read What Accomplished
diamond drill consists of four holes
Say of the Story and Clark Piano. 1.200 feet deep, thereby proving the
different veins at a great depth, pre
"Equal if not "uperior to any instruparatory to sinking deeper in the workment I have had occasion to use."
shaft.
ing
Barron Berthold.
George Stone has sold a
"Shows such cud priority of work- interest in the Ten Better group at
manship and finish as must make Hopewell to John Reynolds. He has
them welcome to any household."
opened a vein of ore on the creek. His
Leonora Jackson.
tunnel is 140 feet long and a crosscut
resonant in tone and .la from the tunnel is 40 feet long. The
"Grand
lightfully sweet and tender" Mathil face of the tunnel shows six feet of
da Bauermeister.
ore. Another tunnel on the same
"
"I cannot speak too r'ghly of your claim is 90 feet long and shows good
pianos, they seem to be unsurpass- ore. There are over 1.000 feet of work
on the group.
able." R. Watkin Mills.
'
"Your pianos embody sweetness and
Thick and juicy steaks at Bon Ton.
richness of tone, splendid carrying
power and excellent action." Rosa
Olitzka.
If you want to get to the World's
"They are mod Is for tone and Fair easy, miss the rush at Lnion Statouch." Marie Engle.
tion. St. Louis, leave the cars right at
"I find your piancs wonderfully sym the World's Fair gates, take the Santa
pathetic for accompanying the voice." Fe Central and Rock Island.
Lillian Blauvelt Pendleton.
NOTICE TO STOCKHOLDERS.
"Gave the liveliest satisfaction to
The regular annual meeting of the
me. I consider them second to none."
stockholders of the New Mexico Print
David Frangcon Davies.
office
"I think it capabl of the fullest ex- ing Company will be held at the
of
Santa
in
the
of
the
city
company
pression of musical thought" Ellen
Fe, Territory of New Mexico on MonBeach Yaw.
day July 11, 1904.4 p.m. for the election
"In my opinion they rank among th of
directors for ensuing year and for
very best pianos of the day." Emile the transaction of such business as
Sauret.
may regularly come before the meet
"Possessed of a beautiful quality of ing. Stockholders will please take notone and a most sympathetic touch." tice.
P. F. KNIGHT.
Fernando de Lucia,
Secretary.
"I was perfectly charmed with its
Santa Fe, N. M., June 8 1904.
beauty of tone and delightful touch."
Francis Allitsen.
Via D. & R. G. to St. Louis Exposition
"Their tone is sweet as well as reson- and return, 15
day tickets 140.70; 60
acantAre remarkably adapted for
season tickets
tickets
day
48.15;
companying the voice." Clementine $57.80.
S. K. Hooper G. P. A., F. H.
de Vere Sapio.
McBride, Agt., Santa Fe.
THE STORY & CLARK PIANO CO.
Our Motto Genuine goods CounEmploy only expert workmen and no
terfeit
is
done
work
or
contract
work
prices. Telephone 94. "The
piece
Wine Store."
in their factories.
They have won renown on two con
tinents for excellence and beauty of THAT THROBBING HEADACHE.
Would quickly leave you, if you used
their instruments.
Dr. King's New Life Pills. Thousands
Prices and terms most liberal.
Call on the General Agent for New of sufferers have proved their matchless merit for sick and nervous headMexico,
aches. They make pure blood and
build up your health. Only 25 cents,
money back If not cored, gold by the
Santa Fe, N. M.
Who will ahow you the Story and Fischer Drug Company.
Clark Pianos In the several styles and
New Mexican want and miscellanefinish Mahogany, Hungarian, Walnut
ads always brln good results.
ous
Oak.
Golden
and

Legal blanks of all kinds for sale at The New Mexican

A

J904.

THE TOURIST'S FAVORITE ROUTE

DENVER

WWW

w

Rob-bins-

general passenger agent. Santa
Fe Central Railway. Santa Fe, New
Mexico.

WORST OF ALL EXPERIENCES.
Can anything be worse than to feel
that every minute will be your last?
Such was the experience of Mrs. S. H.
Newson, Decatur, Ala., "For 3 years"
she writes, "I endured insufferable
pain from indigestion, stomach and
bowel trouble.
Death seemed inev
when doctors and all remedies
failed. At length I was induced to
Bitters and the result was miraculous. I improved at once and now
I'm completely recovered." For liver,
kidney, stomach and bowel troubles
Electric Bitters is the only medicine.
Only 50c. It's guarant d by Fischer
Drug Co.

D.

SERVICE

A

La CARTBOB
TBAUM

ALL THROUGH

EL PASO BOUTS
Texas

R. 6. SYSTEM.
Santa Fe Branch.

&

Pacific Railway

StfmRAILWAYj

TIME TABLE.

wan bo usd

SA0T BOUMD
So. 411.
5:30 Dm. .Ar

UllM

P..L..

Santa
6:40am. ..L,T....AiamnM...Ar .US..
Alanjoea via Salida . . Lv
..Lv .487..

rtjtlo..
m..Lv....DcnTr....Ar..404..
.

8.00 p

niIMfi VAK3
fine
UllllllU

Mo. 416
9.-0-

am

"No trouble to

8 40 p ax
:50 a m

1

2 45

am

Trains stop at Embudo for dinner
where good meals are served.

TAKE

aner questions

ITinUT PVPPPCC

Connections.

st?LE

FAST..

At Antonlto for Durango, Silverton
and intermediate point.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and
intermediate points via either tre standard gauge line via La Vets Pass or the
narrow gauge via Salida, making the
entire trip in day light and passing
Leaves 1 Paso Daily at 6:50 p. m. Mountain Time.
through the FAMOUS ROYAL GORGE,
also for all points on Creede branch.
At Salida for all points west.
This handsome solid vestlbuled train Direct connections made for all points
At Denver, Pueblo and Colorado
runs
through to New Orleans, Shreve-por- t North. East and Southeast
for
all points east.
Springs
For schedules, rates and other ta
and St. Louis without change.
For further Information, sleeping ear
can on or address.
Los
formation
Angeles
reservations tiuif cirds. literature, He. Carries through sleepers
cal! on or address
to Chicago and intermediate points.
F. H. McBridk, Agent.
R. W. CURTIS
SUi Ke. N M.
3 K. Boopbb. G. P A .

NFW

Cenvar,

Colo.

Southwestern
EL

Keep your business ever before the
IV. O. LEONARD
public by adv rtking in your home
Passenger Agent
Traveling
paper. A good advertiser always has
EL PASO, TEXAS
tuccess in any honest enterprise.

NEW

Passenger Agent

PASO, TEXAS

E. P. HJBHBal
Csn. Passenger and Ticks
DALLAS, TEXAS

Santa Fe New Mexican, Saturday, Jane i

lis

Time

to Change

Give your faithful but tired Winter
took courage to wear a Spring Suit.
keep on your Winter "duds." If you
dressed men here were wearing Suits

! !

Suit a rest. A few days ago i
Now it takes more courage to
knew how many of the very bes

bought here you'd be surprised

$8.50, $10, $14, $18

tip to

$25

Is our scale of prices on Spring Suits, and remember that our

Guarantee of Style and Service

Goes with every sale we make. We shall be pleased to show you the
new things any day, for our garments invite admiration.

SALMON & ABOUSLEMAN

i
Leading Dry Goods and Clothing Merchants in the City of Santa Fe.
249-25San Francisco St. Phone No. i 08

.

1904.

SPECIAL SALE

!

SPECIAL SALE

!

For the next two weeks we will place on sale our new and attractive line of Ladies'
Summer Waists at the following reduced prices:
2.25 Waists reduced to . . . J.35
75c Waists reduced to . . . 50c

i.00
J.25
jt.50

J.75
2.00

"

u

"

"
"

"

"

"

"

11

"

.

. .
.

.

.

"...
"...

M
;

We have them

75c
.00

J.20
1.35
.50

2.75
3.00
3.50
4.25
6.00

"

"
"

"

u

"
"
"

"

"

.

.

.

"

.

.

.

2.00
2.--

2.30
.

.

3,50

.

4.75

in all the leading styles and newest materials and designs.

SELIGMAN BROS. CO.
THE LOWEST PRICED HOUSE IN THE CITY FOR FINE GOODS.

PHONE NO.

P. O. BOX 219

36

3

sas City on Thursday evening of last chairman of the board of county com-- j by the Capital City Orchestra and "to
The husband of Mrs. ' trip the light fantastic toe.'' Later in
week to .Mrs. Eva Lewis. Mr. and Mrs. missioners.
SOCIAL AND PERSONAL Haynes will make their home in Ros- Roberts is a surgeon in the U. S. army, (the
evening refreshments wers served
and stationed in the Philippines. She by the ladies of the club. Among the
well.
Professor E. J, Vert, president of the has just returned from those far off pos- guests of the evening were: Dr. and
V. L. Kellogg of the Leland Stanford
in
Normal sessions of the United States after a Mrs. Spurney of Cleveland: Mr and
visitor
a
is
faculty of the territorial
University, California,
School at Las Vegas, arrived in the residence there of 27 months and is Mrs. Thomas Hanna, Mr. ami Mrs. W.
the city today. He is a tourist.
en route to her Massachusetts home.
H. Bartlett. Mrs. Hall, the Misses Mc-FiThe Wallace Club met this after city last evening and spent the day
On
of
the
the
week,
Tuesday
coming
I,amy. Morrison. Scliormoyer,
his
on
with
connected
business
noon with Miss Hortense Mckenzie at here
Mjumfrturnr of
final session of the U. S. Court of Pri- McKenzie, Messrs. Otero. Pierce, Zook,
ri'i.i. link or I,her residence on Palace Avenue.
position.
vate Land Claims will be held in this Dibert, Dow, Whalen, Newhiil. Ellis
District Attorney Jeremiah Leahy
FIUSBEE JEWELS Y'
WATCHES. CLOCKS,
Adjutant General W. H. Whiteman
city and thereafter adjournment sine and Garrett. The regular members
left yesterday afternoon for Las Cru-ce- returned to his home at Raton this die will be bad. There will be a re- present yere: Judge and Mrs. John R.
to
a
Chi
from
week
Minneapolis,
trip
SILVERWARE.
to inspect the military company
union of judges and officials of the McPie, Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Abbott, Mr.
cago and other eastern points. Mrs. court at thai time. It is
there.
expected that land Mrs. B. W. Robbins. Mr. and Mrs.
summer
will
at
the
the
spend
A 1. 1. KIXU8 OF DESIGNS IM
the following will be In attendance: H. O. Bursum, Mr. and Mrs. R C. Car-- !
H. M. Dougherty, an attorney of So- Leahy
at
home of her parents
Caledonia,
Chief Justice Joseph R. Reed of Iowa; rett, Mr. and Mrs. I. B. Hanna Mr. and
0"fcrr Pob Chains,
corro, arrived in the Capital City tobefore
on
Associate Justice W. W, Murray of Mrs. C. L. Bishop. Mr. and Mrs. S.
He
is
business
here
day.
tribgrets Neck Chains,
Will
Mr, and Mrs. E. E. Sidebottom
the territorial land board,
Tennessee; Associate Justice Henry C. Spitz. Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Cartwright,
leave on Tuesday of the coming week Sluss of Wichita. Kansas; Associate' Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Fleming, lie. and
Pil)grr Souvenir Spoon,
Miss Minnie Holzman of Las Vegas, for El Paso
to attend the wedding ot Justice W. F. Stone of
Brooch
Pins.
sisDenver; Matt Mrs. C. W. Dud row, Mr. and Mrs.
Filigiee
is in Albuquerque on a visit to her
Earl
their
son,
Sidebottom, which will G. Reynolds of St. Louis, attorney for Frank Owen, Mr. and Mrs. A L. Morremain
S.
will
She
Mrs.
ter
Neustadt,
Bracelets,
Fdigrre
)ccur on Wednesday evening at 8: MO the United States with the court: rison. Jr.. Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Gouchey,
In the Duke City several weeks.
Filigree Card Case,
o'clock at the home of the bride, Miss Ireneo L. Chaves, clerk of the court; Mr. and Mrs. A. X' Ireland. Mr and
E. M. Swayze of Glen woody, Taos
jeona Crause.
Judge James IT. Reader of Kansas, for- Mrs. J. L Seligman, Mr. and Mrs. N. L.
left this morning for Wichita,
County,
Mrs. E. J. McLean of Denver, who mer clerk; Eusebio Chacon, interpre- Kins;. Mr and .Mrs. W. A. Bsii
Santa Fe
Gcuth Side Plaza
Kansas, bis old home, to look after arrived in the
city during the past ter; L. F. Parker, now mayor of Guthbusiness affairs requiring his atten- week to
the Hardinge-Paleattend
rie, Oklahoma, former stenographer,
tion.
wedding and who was a guest for sev- - and Francisco Delgado of this city,
Schilling's Best are not exLeMax Parrandj a student of the
ral days at the home of her sister. translator and stenogranher.
Fresh Fruits in Season!
rej.h Flowut'a all the Time!
land Stanford University of California, .Mrs. R. J. Palen, left for her home in
travagant; quite the contrary.;
The Capital City Club held its semiis seeing the sights in the Capital City Denver
Friday morning.
monthly dance at Elks' Hall on Tues- Teas and coffees good-enougtoday. He is on his way to the World's
Miss May Spitz, who has been at- - day evening. According to the rules
baking-powd- flavoring exFair.
ending Wellesly College, at Wellesly, of the club, twice a year members are
The Misses Manderfield entertained Massachusetts, expects to leave that allowed to invite friends in the city tracts and spices pure and best
the members of La Tertulia Idlomatlca place on Wednesday of the coming t" the dances and uesday being guest
and a tew friends this afternoon at week for home. She will come by the evening, quite a large number gath- - and yet economical; soda
M.
N.
their hospitable home on College way of Denver stopping there foi sev- - Arpri rn cminv Hie ,rw,i m,,i,t, f,,MnjHi,j
Old
Santa
the
Near
Fe,
San Miguel Street,
Church,
Street.
eral days on a visit to relatives.
CUT FLOWERS A SPECIALTY
Collector
Treasurer and
Mr. and Mrs. Jefferson Reynolds, of
Frank A. Hubbell of Bernalillo Coun L,as vegas, are preparing tor a mxro-DECORATIONS
WEDDING BOUQUETS
ty, came in from Albuquerque today, pean trip and will likely leave their
San Francisco St.
Telephone 26.
He had business with the territorial home the latter part of the coming
FLORAL DESIGNS
land board.
week for New York City, from which
of los Lunas place they expect to sail for Hamburg
Luna
Solomon
Hon.
O.
P.
No.
Box
12
&
457
&
Telephone
was an arrival on the noon train and on the steamship Deutschland on July
attended to business before the ter 7th.
ritorial land board at its session this
Mrs. N. B. Field of Albuquerque,
afternoon.
Miss Nina Otero and Miss Doyle, will
Miss Blanche Rothgeb of Las Ve leave tomorrow morning for the Pecos
gas, who was bridesmaid at the Hard to spend some weeks. They intend to
wedding Tuesday last, re- make the trip on horseback going over
turned on Thursday to her Meadow the trail. Miguel Otero, son of GovGHHON CITY, COLORADO,
STRAWBERRIES
ernor and Mrs. Otero will accompany
City home.
Judge Frank W. Parker of Las Cm them.
Miss Minnie Craig, daughter of the
ces, presiding judge of the Third Judi
cial District, spent, part of the week in Rev. R. M. Craig , left Albuquerque
Are
town engaged in writing Supreme yesterday to visit the St. Louis Expo- II
if
By Us
Day.
Court opinions.
sition. She will extend her trip to CaNext
Week
Will
Be
at Their Best & Cheapest
They
William Prince arrived in the city nada, where she will visit a while at
during the past week to spend his va the old home of her father. Miss Craig
Also a
cation with his parents. He has been is well and favorably known in Santa
FRESH VEGETABLES TWICE A WEEK.
in
attending college In Salina, Kansas Fe.
R. W. Tansell of Carlsbad, is in the
the past session.
POULTRY EVERY WEDNESDAY & FRIDAY.
P. B. Powell of New York City city and intends to spend the entire
nephew ot Mrs. J. r. Victory, atter a summer here. He is much interested
WINDOW AND SEE
visit to his aunt at the Victory home in the Pueblo Indians and through the
on Delgado Street, left Thursday on summer intends to take trips to Taos
The samples of Beautiful Hosiery !
and the other pueblos accessible to
We Have Jtrst Received Another Car of
his return to the east.
1
Lewis W. Galles, insurance man at the city. Yesterday he visited Nam-bpueblo.
Albuquerque, spent yesterday in town
Levi A. Hughes of this city is in Alon business and left this morning for
northern New Mexico via the Denver buquerque this week negotiating wool
PHONE 148
CATRON BLOCK
A number of representa& Rio Grande Railroad.
purchases.
tives from eastern wool firms are also
W.
H.
Pope, presiding judge
Judge
of the Fifth Judicial District, will re in the Duke City. Over 500,4)00 pounds
BOSS PATENT :
for
lb. Sack
main in the Capital several weeks. He has been sold so far this season and
is looking up law points in Supreme yesterday F. A. Hubbell sold 100,000
CRYSTAL PATENT
pounds of the spring clip to A.
lb. Sack
Court cases referred to him.
Boston.
of
On Wednesday
of the past week,
Miss Maud McFie will leave; Gene
Everett Heiner gave a dinner party to
the first of July for
a number of his little friends at the va, Switzerland,
A UNI
Heiner residence on Palace Avenue in a trip through Switzerland. The first
n o St
two weeks, she, with several other
honor of his eleventh birthday.
ladies will make the trip walkyoung
Angus McGillvery, extensive sheep
-ing through the country, and the next n-rgrower in the Estancia plains with two weeks will travel
In
train.
by
headquaters at Estancia, arrived last August Miss McFie will 20 to Pari.;,
night from the south and attended to- where she will remain for about six
day to business affairs in the Capital. months
seeing the points of interest
U. S. District, Attorney W. B. Chil-der- s in the
city and perfecting herself in
and U. S. Marshal Creighton M. the studies of French and music.
Foraker both of Albuquerque, were
Mrs. John R. ?IcFie and daughto- among the arrivals on this noon's Amelia McFie, left yesterday for St.
train. They are registered at the Pal Louis, to visit the Exposition, am' a!
ace.
so to join Mrs. McFie's son, Ralph McMiss Stella Sloan left this morning Pie, who has been stationed in the
for Sr. Louis where she will enter the Philippines for several years but who
Rebekah Hospital, conducted
tinder is now in St. .011 is naving marge ot
the auspices of the Marion Sims Med- the Visayan village at the fair. Judge
ical Society, to be trained as a profes- McFie
his wife and
accompanied
sional nurse.
daughter as far as Lamy returning to
C.
W.
of
Haynes
Roswell, the city yesterday at noon.
returned last Tuesday from a trip to
Mrs. Ernest E. Roberts of Boston,
Kansas City accompanied by his bride, Massachusetts, a grand daughter of
This was a great surprise to all who Chairman A. L. Kendall of the board
.
t. MWm
knew him for he insisted that he was of county commissioners,
spent the
going to Kansas City on purely busi- week in the city with Mr. Kendall, who The best place to buy Indian and Mexican Blankets, Pottery and Curios, all
,,
.
t ; : yr r,
.
ness matters. He was married at Kan- - was here auenaing to 111s ditties as n .ij. ..
,,; wM
Box H4
jjweuings. neautljul Mexican Drawn Work.

S. SPITZ
JEWELRY

DIAMONDS

e.

mm

ETC.

j

n

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

h;

The Clarendon Garden

t

Jfc

1

OT?OCERS

Fashion Has Decreed

mge-Pale-

That tan shoes shall take the lead this
season.
Consult our grand display you want to

Received

be swell.

Every

fine line of patent leather and other
shoes and Oxfords for the
nobby styles
particular dresser.
LOOKINTHE

e

BOSS PATENT and

CRYSTAL PATENT

$1.50

The Hallack

Van-devo-

$.40fcr

50
50

THE OLD CURIO STORE

Covers Most Surface,
Wears Longest

Standard for

r?f
I iOUt

t

Qy
Resist

and is Made Solely to
the Peculiar Atmospheric
Action of this Dry Climate.
For Sale by
g

W. A. McKENZIE Hardware Store.

Leads Them

IRELAND'S

All

FAMOUS ICE

CREAM SODA

Santa Fe New Mexican, Satgrday, Jane
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DEAD

MINOR CITY TOPICS

if

JDEKTIFIED.

ICE PLANT TO BE INSTALLED.
At the Albuquerque Indian School to
Be Operated By the Pupils of

it, 1904.
J. P. VICTORY 'CARTWRIGHT--

Through a Guarantee Stub of an OptiAttorney at Law and
cal Company, Deceased Was DisInstitution.
That
covered to Be M. Vink of New
Mrs. A. R. Gibson has been confined
An ice plant is to be in operation at
Orleans.
to her residence during the
week,
the Albuquerque Indian School in a
with illness.
The machinery for
The identity of the man who was very short time.
the' plant arrived yesterday and ih.' ii? San
There will be a regular meeting of found dead
Francisco Street. Santa Fe, N M
:;i
at
French
miles
station,
the Woman's Board of Trade held on south of Raton not long ago. has been building is very nearly completed. The
rEAL ESTATE LOANS.
Monday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at discovered. The man was M. Vink of plant has a capacity of one ton a day
to cover the
Mtinev to loan upon real estate securthe library rooms.
New Orleans and a search for his rela- - which will be amnle
needs of the school. The Indian pupils ity on easy terms.
Deputy U. B. .uarsnai oipnano uaca tlves or friends is now being made by
was a passenger for northern New the police of the Crescent City. The of the school will operate the plan'.
HOMES.
Mexico this morning. He went on offl- - body of the stranger was brought to U. S. WEATHEK BUREAU NOTES.
I have a nice cottage (double) aia
Katon where a coroners Inquest was
oai oiisiiiess.
ooms on one side, 4 on
the other;
Forecast for New Mexico: Fair toThe certificate of marriage of Rob-- : held and the verdict was returned night and Sunday; except local showers iwner occupies 4 rooms and the re
ert M. Hardinge and Miss Caryl Webbe that, judging by the bruise on the and cooler in east portion Sunday.
ent for $25 a month; good neighbot
Palen, has been filed for record in the body, the man had come to his death
Yesterday the thermometer reisterHri lood: ample space to erect other
Maximum temperature, 77
office of probate clerk, Celso Lopez. accidentally in trying to board a pass as follows:
on same street;
stables an
at 2:50 p. m.; minimum, 47
W. H. CJoebel is today advertising ing train. Nothing was found on the degrees,
ither
the price asked
The
m.
a.
.7:00
outbuildings;
at
ionai
degrees,
of
few
man
a
dead
the
but
Atperson
elastic carbon paint made by the
temperature for the 24 hours was 03 de- ?ery low.
lantic Ketining Company of Cleveland, small pieces ot silver and a receipt grees. Relative humidity, 37 percent.
Can sell at a bargain cozy homes on
and guarantee slip of the "Guarantee
Ohio, which is proof against weather,
Temperature at e:00 a. m. today, r,:i Manhattan avenue, one a now
indicated
which
Optical
stqnt
Company,"
fire and rust.
degrees.
house with all modern improvement;
man had been fitted with
that
the
between
An agreement of separation
the other an adobe-brichouse, 7
glasses on May 9. A Raton Optician
Robert Helbig and Emma Helbig, his was
effruit
and
rooms;
the
and
his
MARKET
REPORT.
vegetable
given
slip
through
garden;
wile, was filed for record in the of- forts the Guarantee Optical
ity water, hydrant and tank; 70 choic
Company
fice of the probate clerk. The grounds was
MONEY AND METAL.
fruit trees; currant and raspberrj
located at New Orleans.
He
for separation wore given as incompa- wrote to that firm and received
from
New York. June 11. Monev on call, bushes; lot 80 by 265 feet. The stout
tibility.
them the original optical prescription nominal no loans. Prime mercantile house will be rented.
The Ladies' Aid Society of the Pres filled out for the deceased
stranger paper unchanged. Silver SBjfi.
will
a
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
New Vork, June 11. Leau and copgive
supper at from which the guarantee stub found
byterian Church
I have several business
the nresent Post Hall on Tuesdav eve- on his person had been torn. The pre- per, quiet, unchanged.
blocks foi
sale on this great mart of trade, some
GRAIN.
ning of the coming week. All kinds of scription gave the dead man's name as
good thUSs will be served and the M. Vink of New Orleans.
Chicago, June 11. Close. Wheat. of them producing more than eight
per cent, net, on purchase price asked
patronage of the public is invited.
July, 85; Sept. 80.
M.
Corn, July, 48;; Sept. 31 3i.
The best is not too good for the Bon
Cooper, formerly in the saw
OTHER BUSINESS CHANCES.
Oats, July, 3!J4; Sept. 31)7.
mill Jusiness on the upper Pecos, and Ton.
I
LARD
have several other commercial ana
AND
RIB6.
H.
PORK,
Hardy left this
his cousin George
Business propositions to submit those demrning, driving overland for Denver, ANNUAL ELECTION
Pork, July $is.50! Sept. 812.77;..
siring to enter mercantile life and to
vhich place they will make their fu-,Lard, July 98.77 j Sept. S0.9.r).
row up with the new era of prosperity
OF
OFFICERS
re home.
Ribs, July, 87.20; Sept. $7.37;.,.
now coming in with the Santa Fe CenWOOL MARKET.
The Montezuma Lodge No. 1 of Free
tral Railway.
Of the Commercial Club of AlbuquerSt. Louis, Mo., June ll.Woof,
Masonry, will hold a special communCHURCHES.
que Secretary's Report Shows
ication this evening at Masonic Hall
steady.
C4
Condition.
I
10
am
to dispose of the
authorized
western
and
S
Flourishing
demedium,
at
o'clock. Work in the M. M,
territory
1; firm medium, 10 (
17; fine, 15
on the south side,
Church,
gree. Visiting Masons are cordially in17
The Commercial Club of Albuquerconvenient to the contemplated Union
vited to attend.
STOCK MARKETS.
que held its regular annual election of
Dr. K. Andrews has just finished the
Depot. It stands upon two lots, and will
officers some
weeks
The
New
.Tune 11, Atchison 71
ago.
York,
be sold cheap, or ti.e building will be
construction of a frame building to be old
was
board
as pfd., 1.1) 4; New York Central, 115J&':
used as an engine room on his farm follows: Noa Ilfeld B. S.
red and leased to responsible parBaker, W. Pennsylvania, 11.7; Southern Pacific, repa
in the eastern part of the city. Me
ties.
Union
Pacific.
.1
;
91:
V.
Va
C.
C
E.
85?';
pfd.,
Strickler,
Idridge and
has three good wells on the place
S. Steel, HJsi pfl.,
omer.
THERE ARE OTHERS.
iroui which he pumps water tor irn
STOCK.
The officers were also
Several
small houses, some ston
gation purposes.
Kansas City, Mo., June 11. Cattle some brick, others frame,
They were, B. S. Baker, president; C.
upon my
is
is
not
like
invested
Money that,
ft. Newcomer,
first, vice president: market receipts, steady.
books, which I vould be glad to show
unsown seed, 't cannot yield a har- Noa Ilfeld, second vice president; M.
Native steers, 84.7.7
86.35; South
an intended purchaser. They are de85 25; Southern
vest. Deposit that money with the W. Flournoy, treasurer; P. F. MfcCan-na- , em steers, 83.r0
sirably
situated, and will be sola
82.:i5
cows
native
cows,
and
84.25;
Plaza Trust and Savings Bank of Las
secretary.
81.'. 50
85.50; Stockers and cheap.
Vegas, and it will multiply and yield a
The present full directorate of the heifers, 83.25 O 84.90;
feeders,
bulls, 82. 7.1
PLAZA PROPERTY.
veritable harvest of security and pro- club is composed as follows: C. B. $4.50;
82.75
western
calves,
84.75;
To those wishing to catch the creaa
4
fit. Interest at
per cent per annum. Newcomer, B. S. Baker, Noa Ilfeld, W. iteers, Sf.75 (S 85.80; western cows,
of Plaza real estate I can offer blocks
Fair tonight and Sunday, though S. Strickler. J. C. Bald ridge, Wallace it:.'. 50
85,0(1
at figures that will double themselve
Sheep market receipts. Stead V.
possibly local showers may occur in Hesselden, O. N. Marron, H. E. Fox,
85.75: lambs, 85.25 in less than three years.
Muttons, 84 75
the east portion of the Territory, says M. W. Flou.-no87.00; Range wethers. 84 25 ra fr, 00;
The report of Sescrelary McCanna
the weather bureau. Yesterday the
COAL AND TIMBER LANDS.
83.50 a 84.50.
maximum temperature was 77 degrees upon the club finances was read and Ewes,
I
11.
can sell you large tracts of lan
June
Chicago,
Cattle,
market,
at 2:50 p. m. and the minimum 47 de- approved. It showed that the organi- receipts, nominal.
suitable for mining coal or the produ
grees at 5 o. m. At ti o'clock this zation was a flourishing one.
Good to prime steers, 80 25 (8 $c 50; iion of timber.
ooor to medium, 84 75 (8 8'i 00; stacker-anmorning the temperature was ."! deORCHARD8.
feeders, 83 00 (m m 70; cows 81.75 (
grees.
TWO RUNAWAY
M 50; heifers, 82.50 (00 45.25; carriers,
I
a fruit ranch In a high
also
have
The pamphlet issued by the New
84 30;
BOYS CAPTURED 81.75 a 82 ?5; bulls, 82 50
of
in the suburb.
itate
Mexico Historical Society on the
cultivation,
85 50.
calves, 83 00
with a building site overlooking thi
"Stone Lions of Cochiti," by Hon. L.
market receipts steady.
Sheep
B. Prince, is attracting much attention. Were Found Asleep in a Box Car Near
Good to choice wethers, 85. 00 (9 55.50; entire city of Santa Fe. On it there U
the Roswell Depot and Turned Ovfair to choice mixed, 83.75
The "Records of the Past," the archae$5.00, in artificial reservoir, the only one oi
er to Relatives in the City.
western sheep, 84.70 (ct 85.50; native its kind in the city, 12 feet or more la
ological magazine published at Washlambs, 85.00 ra 80.75; western lambs, iepth, holding over 125,000 gallons O)
ington, reprints the article entire, with
Two runaway boys from Fort Worth, 85.50 fii 80.50; spring western lambs,
a full page illustration, and the New
froth
vater, constantly replenished,
85.00
87.25.
York Tribune of June 5, gives a col Texas, aged about fourteen years were
vhich the whole place oan be Irrigated
,
Ros-Policeman
captured by
Cathay of
umn of extracts from it.
ially during the summer, and whlcb
Church. Announcements,
Tomorrow is De Vargas day and well, Tuesday evening. The boys were
:ouid be stocked with fiih. The land
in a box car near the depot
Cathedral. Third Sunday after Pentewill be celebrated by the Catholic asleep
:ontatns many hundreds of young tree
First"mass
when
arrested. One of the boys has cost, June 12, 1904.
at 6:00 f
Churches ill the city. The procession
t" finest and most valuable varle-:i- e
in the city and both boys o'clock a. m. Second mass at 9:30, a.
will leave the Cathedral in the after- relatives
of apples, peaches, pears, plums
were turned over to them who saw in., sermon in English. Third mass at
noon at 3 o'clock marching down San
in
sermon
cherries and other fruits, th
3:00
At
10:30,
o'clock
ipricots,
Spanish.
were returned to Fort Worth.
Francisco Street to the plaza, down the that they
p. m.. Procession from the Cathedral greater part of wh'cb already bear; t
out
The
to
had
a
have
started
boys
church to the Chapel of Our Lady of
west side of the plaza to Palace Aveyoun' bearing vineyard, thousands oJ
good time.
Itosary.
nue, down Palace Avenue to Grant
Two Runaways From Silver City.
Church of the Holy Faith (Episcopal) jushtn of currants and other small
Avenue, thence down Johnson Street
beds if asparagus,
extensive
SilTwo
of
Palace
Ave., Rev. W. R, Dye in charge 'rults;
youngsters
enterprising
and out to Rosario Cemetery.
ver City, Otto Metzgar and Willie Tait,
Sunday School at 9:15 a, in. Morning hubarb, and other fine vegetables. T
The Sisters of Loretto extend a cor- who had a craving to see the world prayer with sermon at 11 o'clock. Even- je scld on easy terms, an,I for muck
dial invitation to the parents of their for themselves, quietly slipped away ing prayer at 5 o'clock. The public ,ess than it cost, owing to ill health Of
invited.
pupils, and also to the patrons of their from home Thursday evening and set cordially
St. John's M. E. Church. Don Caspar he owner.
institution to be present at the semi- on a journey afoot. Their ultimate ave.
Sunday-school- ,
9:45 a. en.; Divine
CATTLE AND SHEEP RANGES.
annual examinations to be held five destination is St. Louis. When last services at 11:00 a. m. and 8:00
p. m.
In all parts of the Territory, an
13th
consecutive days, beginning the
seen the boys were in Rincon and ap- Dr. A. P. Morrison will do the preachcurrent from 9 a. m. to 12 and from parently neither was tired as yet of ing; 12 m.; Junior Leaeue i p. m : no in Wyoming
All are invited. W. A. Cooper. Pastor.
to 3 p. m. in
1:30
the Audi- the life of a box car tourist.
I will take
pleasure in showing
torium. Week's program as follows:
desirable buili
investors
prospective
Follow the crowd to the Bon Ton.
Monday, Primary department; TuesLETTER LIST.
lUb Mes in the neighborhood of the
day, intermediate department; WedList of letters remaining uncalled Capitol, and in the vicinity of th
nesday, first grammar department; $390 FOR LETTERS ABOUT
for in the postofflce at Santa Fe, N. M., Presbyterian chuich, and other localsecond grammar departTHE SOUTHWEST. for the week
Thursday,
ending June 11. 1904. ities of the city which in a few years
ment : Friday, elective course.
The Rock Island system offers 20 If not called for
within two weeks will be worth double the present wk-Tiprizes, of the aggregate value of $390, will be sent to the dead letter office
price.
for letters relative to the territory at
Washington:
JOHNNY BULL CASE SETTLED. along its lines in Arkansas, Kansas, f
ROOMS: FURNISHED OR UNFURMartinez Marillita
beyta. Alvino
Indian Territory, Oklahoma, Texas ( lurk.
NISHED.
Mrs Mbirsie
Martinez. Juan Lujan
( havez. Susano A
Peterson. Will
or
unfurnished rooms in
Furnished
Judce Frank W. Parker Disposed of and New Mexico. Letters should deal Ilortinsrer. Mrs Chas Richards.
A
Wrn
with
writer's
the
since
he
Ben
of
the
experiences
til
Johnson,
Sam
in
Single, or en
city.
One
parts
Three Cases
Day at Silver
James
Sena. Maria
settled in the southwest. They should l.illard,
Some o.
uite. for light hourekeeping.
City This Week.
Medina. Ramo..sita
Maria
Vigil,
tell how much money he had
:ie Martinez. Anastacio
them within five minutes walk of
arrived, what he did when he first
In calling please say advertised and Plaza.
Judge Parker at Silver City this came, what measure of success i ia give the date.
week disposed of three cases on the since rewarded his efforts and what ie
OUTSIDE PROPERTY.
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
same day. The first case was that of thinks of that portion of the country
El
At
Cuervo, 10 miles from the Rxkjk
Postmaster.
William H. Henry versus the Johnny n which he is located. Letters should
is, and road, I can sell you about 640
Bull Copper Mining Company, involv- not be less than 300 nor more rlia: I,
excellent
grazing
icres; patented;
ing the question of the title to the 500 words in length and wiii tic uofld
land.
Johnny Bull mine near Steins Pass, for the purpose of advertising thf
Convenient to Las Vegas, I have for
Grant County. The suit was dismissed southwest.
o
ale
several large tracts of desirable
to
bea
Letters are desired not only from
compromise arranged
owing
and which I am permitted to sell at
A.
tween the parties of the suit before the farmers and farmers' wives, but also
ery low figure. One tract contain
case came on for trial, whereby the from merchants, school teachers, clerSoutheast Cor. Plaza.
ibout 3,500 acres, and ! located about
title vests in the plaintiff and his as- gymen; from everyone. In brief, who
hree and one-h.miles outhwest o'
sociate, General Dodge of New York. has a stor to tell and who knows how
Uas Vegas; nearly all of
It Is undei
In the second suit, that of the Lyons to tell it.
fo
water
REDUCED SALE OF
'ence; good grazing and
For circular giving details, write
and Campbell Ranch and Cattle Com'tock; some timber. Another tract &
pany against Jesse Harris, applying John Sebastian, passenger traffic manSO acres,
7 miles from
Las Vegas
for a permanent injunction against ager, Rock Island system, Chicago,
timber and grazing, with an excellent
the use of water in a certain ditch by
and a few tream of water
the defendant, said injunction was
passing over it. Still
A
be- mother tract of 350 acres cf farming
The
to
demurrer
the
dinner like your mother used tu
made perpetual.
and timber land, 8 miles west
complaint was overruled in the case of cook, at the Bon Ton.
Monday. May 23. Vrazing
Jonas Downes & Company versus W.
Las Vegas, with running wate,
C. Chandler.
The New Mexican prints the news.
MUST REDUCE STOCK Jpo
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Bear Estate

Agent

ball-ting-

s

President Jt

OHO. W. HICKOX,

Jt

m.

6.

S. 0. CART WRIGHT. Sec'y and

Trejn

250 San Francisco Street,
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Aarket Telephone
No.

OUR BAKERY.
Don't stew your life away over a
hot stove; don't waste your fuel or the
time of your help making bread, pies.
or cake when we can and will supply
your needs, (lood solid, substantial
loaves of bread made from the best
Kansas Hour at 5c.
FRESH FRUIT.
We are now receiving California
cherries of very fine quality: California strawberries, under Ice, bananas
and oranges. We also continue to
handle those handsome wine sap apples, kept in cold storage and almost
as perfect as the day picked.

k

u

A VIS CO.

D

CANDY.

We are selling a world of candy. We
do it because we cater to the trade that
wish good, pure goods at reasonable

prices.

High grade chocolates and glace
creams per pound
35c
Fine quality candy in large variety
at 20c and 25c per pound.
NAPTHA AND BORAX.

Naptha and Borax are both recognized as being cleansing agents of superior merit. We now have a white
laundry soap in which these two articles are incorporated with pleasing results. The cakes are large, full si.e
and a beautiful white color. The price
is small, only 5c. Ask the salesman to

show you
Soap.

the

White

Borax

Naptha

No.

49.

MEAT MARKET.
We are handling eastern killed corn
fed beef and mitt ton. No native or
Texas stock for us. That's the reason
there is such a difference in the taste.
Better to pay trifle more for beef and
get something you are not afraid to
look at before you eat it. AH kinds ot
sausage, fine juicy hams, temutiuft
flitches of bacon.
COFFEE WISDOM
We think our twenty years' experience in the grocery business has
taught us some roasted coffee sense. If
it has, it is this; that it pays to buy and
sell the coffee of an old established
house, one which depends on the sale
of coffee for its success. Such a house
is Chase & Sanborn, makers of Famous
Boston Coffees. We have a few items
which we can especially recommend:
SEAL BRAND, per pound
40c
South Sea Blend, per pound
25c
Towel Blend.
$1.10
pounds
CRACKERS.
Takoma Biscuit packages are larger
and weigh more than any other 10c
packages of crackers. The quality is
superior.
Kris))' wafers are thin, salted and
delicious, t packages 25c.
Many kinds ol biscuits and wafers in
packages, including Saltines. Saratoga
Flakes. Butler Thins. Faust: Oysters,
Vanilla, and Lemon Wafers, (iraharu
and Oatmeal Crackers, Champagne,
Ramona. Athena and Nabisco Wafers.

Stylish Wash Vests
Will Reach

the Summit

of Their Popularity This
Season, so You Wight as
Well Be Buying Yours

--

NOW!

Beautiful Patterns, Both White

y.

and Fancy

d

at

$2.00

j

LEO HERSCh" . . .
WHOLESALE

and

GRAIN, POTATOES,

RETAIL
DEALER

IN

SALT and SEEDS.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN

MUGLER

Silks, Velvets. Flowers,

HOUSE IN SANTA FE. N. M.

David S. LowiUki
Dealer in New and
Second Hand

Latest designs

in Rugs and

FURNITURE

Carpets.

Screen Poors and Window Screens.

Millinery Millinery
MISS

FLOUR, HAY,

Garden Hose.
Goods sold for
cash

or

on

Feathers,

Fine Pattern Hats
gins

it

All Goods delivered free of charge.

IRELAND'S PJcJARMACY

Hvyiet's Candies Received Today

Santa Fe New Mexican, Saturday,

THE WORLD'S FAIR LINE?

TH

i

1

ffc

OF COURSE.
the on line which takes yon to the World's
via the BHNE are carried to our World's Fair
Station (within 300 feet of the main entrance) if desired, thereby
avoiding the crowds at tin Union station and a transfer of about
es, you toav so to the Union sta- three miles across the citv
tion if you wish.
TbeEPNE is the shortest lino from El Paso and the great south-we- t
to St. Louis, Chicago and all points north. 158 miles the
shortest to St. Louis, and only 4S hours on the road.
Why?

Because it

is

fair. Passenger?

TERRITORIAL

TOPICS,

Union County.

The corner stone of the First Baptist Church of Clayton, will be laid
With appropriate ceremonies, on St.
John's day. the 25th of June. The
stone will be laid by the Free Mason
lodge of Clayton. Photographs of the
members of the church, with short
prophecies, a history of the church, a
copy of the bible.. Clayton newspapers,
biographies of the prominent citizens
of the county am! other interesting
data will be placed under the stone.
The different churches and secret orders will be invited to contribute histories pf their organizations. Special
religious services will be held during
the week, led by local ministers and
divines. Those who will
lead the services during the week are
Rev. B. F. Lawler. pastor of the First
Baptist Church of Trinidad; Rev.
George W. Brewer, Baptist missionary
for the district of New Mexico and Arizona; Rev. M. Locke, pastor of the
First Baptist Church of Kenton: and
,Rev. B. F. Hatcher, former pastor of
the First Baptist Church of Dalhart.
Texas.
see
EDDY COUNTY.
A midnight marriage
occurred in
Carlsbad on Monday evening in which
the principals were J. C. Perry and
The ceremony
Miss IClla Hardcastle.
took place at the home of Mrs. Kayser,
Rev. T. S. Knox officiating. The couple left Tuesday morning for their future home In Dalhart, Texas.
A particularly sad death was that of
Rev. L, E. Johnson, who died last Friday in the hospital at Carlsbad. The
young man who was only 28 years of
age was a person of unusual attainments. He came west not. long ago
for his health but it. was too late. The
remains were sent to his old home at
Ishpeming, Michigan, on Sunday mornn

Jane

It,

J 904.

Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Tablets Better Than a Doctor's

WANTS

Prescription.
of Truhart, Va.,
Mr. J. Y. Turner,
Stomach and
Chamberlain's
that
says
Liver Tablets have done him more
good than anything he could get from
the doctor. If any physician in this
WANTED Girl to do housework.
medicountry was able to compound a
Miss Staab.
nquire
cine that would produce such gratifys
Mexican calientes served only at the
ing results In cases oi siomacn
his
or constipation,
les,
Bon Ton.
whole time would be used in preparing
this one medicine. For sale by ail
ANY ONE desiring male help of any
druggists.
kind please notify Alan R. McCord,
Secretary Capital City Band.
OTERO'S SULPHUR HOT GPRINGS.
to
now
open
Hotel ami bath houses
WANTED A first class salesman
the public. Store i,n connection for the for a general store, one who can buy
accommodation of campers.
as well as sell goods, and speaks Span
II. c. FREBLOVB, Manager.
ish well. For particulars inquire at
this office.
For sick headache take Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets and
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front
a quick cure is certain. For sale by room, outside entrance. Bath. Close
all druggists.
in. Apply Mrs. W. N. Townsend.

1904 June. 1904
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INFORMATION BUREAU OF
THE WORLD'S FA'R.
A St. Louis World's fair information
bureau has been established at Sib'
Seventeenth street, Denver, in charge
of Phil P. Hicchcock, where info -will be cheerfully iurcishtd.
ma-tion

It will pay you to advertise. Tr7

It

80CIET1ES.
Pumpkin pie like your mother used
FOR RENT Five room modern cotto make, at the Bon Ton.
tage. Upper Palace Avenue. Bath,
Masonic.
cellar, all modern conveniences. Cheap.
Modern
of
Surgery.
Triumphs
N.
W.
Townsend.
Apply
Yes, the l) t the P'ullman Company provides, and all
iquipment
Wonderful things are done for the
MONTEZUMA LODGa
Via this line you are not put to the
In dining ears,
meals set'
are
surgery.
Organs
human body by
No. 1, A F. and A.
FOR RENT Elks' Hall formally
Inconvenience of eating at diulhg stations (20 minutes only),
taken out and scraped and polished Adam's Hall for balls, parties and all
Regular communicathe dtnln: car and cat at leisure the best the
,iust. tp back
and put back, or they may be removed other public and
use. Apply
tion first Monday In
private
take
are
markets afford,
spliced; pipes
oiitirplv: bones
each month at Masoni
to George E. Ellis, trustee.
the place of diseased sectibns of vein
Hall at 7:30 p. ra
A N. BROWN, G. P. A.
H. HEALV,
antiseptic dressings are applied to
S. SPITZ, v M
FOR RENT Four room
house,
inlike
r
and
burns
wounds, bruises,
Pass:nj-Agent, El Paso, Texas.
for house- F. P. CRICHTON, Secretary,
furnished
throughout
nicely
juries before inflamation sets in, which- keeping. Apply New Mexican office.
causes them to heal without waturaSANTA FE CHAPTER,
the time reuired
tion and in
No. 1, R. A. M.
FURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT
bv the old treatment. Chamberlain's A few comfortably furnished rooms
second Moa
Pain-Balacts on this same princip
with use of bath. Apply at Claire HoIn each month at Ma
day
to
It is an antiseptic and when applied
tel.
sonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
such injuries, causes them to heal
W. E. GRIFFIN, H. P.
the
It
also
pain
allays
very quickly.
FOR SALE Standard make, up- ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
an soreness. Keep a bottle of Pain
right piano in good condition. One-hal- f
Halm in vour home and it will save its
SANTA FE COMMAND HIS
regular price. Cal! at Lutz's resiyou time and money, not to mention dence on Montezuma Avenue.
No. 1, K. T. Regular coc
the inconvenience and suffering which
"lave fourth Monday In each
such injuries entail. For sale by all
Booth's oysters any way you want
month at Masonic Hall at
ing.
druggists.
them at Bon Ton.
7:30 p. m.
F. S. DAVIS, E. C.
Tickets on sale June 14 and 28, 1904. Good to leave
Two new wells near Artesia are rapW. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
St. Louis within 10 days from date of sale.
idly nearing completion. One belongs
THAT TIRED FEELING.
Pure Whiskey. How do you know it
to John R. Hodges of Artesia. The
If you are languid, depressed and in is? You can see it drawn from the
Comfortable Day Coaches and Luxurious Chair Cars
below
K. OF P.
a
and
half
a
mile
well is located
capable for work, it indicates that
Artesia. and is now down to a depth vour liver is out of order. Herbine original package. Purity guaranteed
seats free.
U. S. "TeleSANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, KNIGHTS
of 375 feet. It will be sunk 1,000 feet will assist nature to throw off head by the government of the
Store."
Wine
94."
"The
phone
Your chance to see World's Fair at little outlay
E.
F
is
flow
struck.
of PYTHIAS Regular meeting evbefore the big
akin
ailments
and
rheumatism
aches,
Hardwicke of the same town whose to nervousness and restore the oner
ery Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock:
for railroad fare.
AGENCY,
INSURANCE
HANNA
Castle Hall, corner of Don Gaspar
land adjoins that of Mr. Hodges is also gies and vitality of sound and perfect
Writes Fire, Life and Accident InsurAvenue and Water Street. Visiting
sinking a well. It is now down 700 health. J. J. Hubbard, Temple, Texas
ance.
feet and the big flow may be struck writes, March 22, 1902: "I have used
For further particulars, call on
Knights given a cordial welcome.
CO.
Offices Griffin Block.
Phone
JOHN L. ZIMMERMANN, C. C.
any time.
Herbine for the past two years. It
JOHN K. STAUFFER, K R. S.
The telephone company which was has done me more good than all the
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
sweet breads at the
Lamb
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance
recently chartered at Roswell, which doctors. When I feel bad and have Bon Ton.fries,
a
ot
has for its object the building
Santa Fe, N. M.
tired feeling, I take a dose of
that
I. O. O. F.
telephone line from Roswell to Carls- Herbine. It is the best medicine ever
Tell your troubles to Goldie. He
bad, has begun work and already has made for chills and fever." 50 cents a
will not only repair your watch and SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, I. O. O. 9.
placed poles along the railroad right of bottle at Fischer Dn.'jr 0
clock, but will put your sewing ma- Meets every Friday evening in Od
wav between Hagerman and Artesia
chine or typewriter in order, and will Fellows Hall, San Francisco street
and will soon hve them down as far as
ACUTE RHEUMATISM.
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
guarantee satisfaction or refund your Visiting brothers welcome.
McMillan. When the line is built from
ocor
wrenching pains,
Deep tearing
Goldie Chapman, 208 Don Gas-pa- r
connecto
the
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
McMillan,
GEO. W. KNAEBEL, N. O.
Hagerman
casioned by getting wet through; money.
near Normandie Hotel.
Carlsbad
Avenue,
and
st
Roswell
between
tions
A.
P.
on
or
at
HOGLE,
worse
when
Secretary.
MEXICO
moving
OF
rest,
NEW
SCHOOL
THE MILITARY
will be complete and Artesia will he the limbs and in cold or damp weather
CURES OLD SORES.
in connection with both places.
Established and Supported by the Territory.
A. O. U. W.
Snow
is cured quickly by Ballard's
The Artesia Advocate in this week's Liniment. Oscar Oleson Gibson City,
Westmoreland,
Kansas, May 5, 1902,
Coof
Eastern
all
Standard
MEN
graduates
SIX
Your GOLDEN LODGE. No. 3, O. O. U. W.
issue corrects a mistake made in last Illinois, writes Feb. 1G. 1902: "A year Ballard Snow Liniment Co.:
INSTRUCTORS,
week's issue in stating the number of ago I was troubled with a pain in my Snow Liniment cured an old sore on Meets every second and fourth Wedlleges. New buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and comall conveniences.
baths, watsr-workpounds of honey taken by Charles Aus- back. It soon got so bad I could not the side of my chin that was supposed nesday at o p. m.
plete; steam-heateis
Session
8200
session.
of Carlsbad from a single hive and bend over. One bottle of Ballard's to be a cancer. The sore was stubtin
and
BOARD
per
LAUNDRY,
C. C. PIERCE, Master Workmen,
TUITION,
incidentally calls attention to the fact Snow Liniment cured me." 25c, 50c, born and would not yield to treatment JOHN C. SEARS, Recorder.
three terms of thirteen weeks each.
until I tried Snow Liniment, which did
that the bees of Eddy County can not $1.00 at Fischer's Drug CJ.
ROSWELL is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above
be equalled for their honey producing
the work in short order. My sister,
B. P. O. ELKS.
The Advocate first gave the
Mrs. Sophia J, Carson, Allensville,
qualities.
IMPORTANT.
C.
M.
Lea
R.
S.
W.
Hamilton, J.
Reed,
REGENTS Nathan Jaffa,
in
this
number of pounds at 96. but
The Santa Fe Central now has on Miffin County Pa., has a sore and mis- SANTA FE LODGE No. 460, B. P. O.R.
and E. A. Cahoon.
week's issue corrected the mistake and sale round
trip tickets for $15, good for trusts that it is a cancer. Please send
Holds its regular session on the
COL. J. W. WILLSON, Supt.
For particulars address
changed the number of pounds to 140, return until September 30, to Cloud- - her a 50c bottle. For sale by Fischer
second and fourth Wednesdays of
which is a true statement of the facts croft, New Mexico, the most famous Drug Co.
each month. Visiting brothers are Inas remarkable as it may sound.
summer resort in the southwest. For
vited and welcome.
to
was
chosen unanimously
Artesia
further information apply to B. W. Rob- Notice for Publication.
A. L. MORRISON, JR., E. R.
be the place of the next meeting of bins, G. P. A.. Santa Fe Central Rail
(Small Holding- Claim No. 2617,)
A. J. FISCHER, Secretary.
CO the district conference of the Metho way, Santa Fe, N. M.
Dei'akimrm of the Intemok.
dist Episcopal Church, South, by the
United States Land Office. Santa Fe. N. M..
IMPROVED ORDER RED MEN.
May ?8. 1904. Notice is hereby given that the
conference which was in session at Pe
WE LEAD IN EVERYTHING.
HAVE YOU A COUGH?
following-nameclaimant has hied notice of
Rev. J. C.
cos, Texas, last week.
Santa Fe Tribe No. 5, I. O. R. II.
A dose of Ballard's
Horehound his intention to make final proof 111 sunnort
China ware, Glassware, Piotnra Frames and Molding Stoves and Ranges
his claim under sections 18 and 17 of the
Gage, pastor of the Artesia church
a of
act of March 3. 1891 (26 Stats.. S5I. as amended meets every Thursday eve at Odd
Made to Order
Goods Bold on Easy Payments was present at the conference and won Syrup will relieve it. Have you
cold?- A dose of Herbine at bed time by the act of February 2, 1891 (27 Stats , 470). Fellows hall at 8 o'clock.
Visiting
the conference, although a number of and frequent small doses of Hore- snd that said proof will lie made before chiefs cordially invited.
Fe. N. M.. on July 20,
santa
at
Ulerk
I'roliate
other towns were also bidding for that hound Syrup during the day will re 1904, viz : Jose Gonzales for the Tract in Sec.
C. L. BISHOP, Sachem.
honor. The new Methodist Church at move it. Try it for whooping cough 4. T. 13 N , R. 9E.. N. M P. H. Henames A. P. HOGLE, Chief of Records.
to
witness
his
the
actual
following:
prove
WAGJVCR
Artesia will be completed soon and for asthma, for consumption, for bron continuous
adverse possession of said tract
for twenty years next Drecedinir the survey
ready for the accommodation of the chitis. Mrs. Joe McGrath, 327 E. 1st of
the township, viz: Andres C de Baca of
Cloudcroft!
For handsome des"Licensed Embalmer,' visitors. The district is a large one, street, Hutchinson, Kas. writes: "I Santa
Fe, K. M., George Trujillo of Kennedy.
literature
and detailed inforGalis-teo- ,
N
M
.
criptive
of
Ambrosio
Pino
Mexi
New
Sena,
Agapito
embracing portions of both
have used Ballard's Horehound Syrup
mation as to rates, etc., address A. N.
co and Texas. One member of the re in my family for 5 years, and find it AnyN.'M.
desires
to
who
person
protest against
the allowance of said proof, or who knows of Brown, G. F. & P. A., El Paso, Northcent conference traveled over 500 miles the best and most
medicine any
palatable
substantial
reason, under the laws and eastern System, El Paso, Texas.
to be present.
I ever used."
25c, 50c, and $1.00 at regulations of the Interior Department,
San Francisco Street.
why such proof should not be allowed, will
E. Chase, a health seeker who Fischer
Telephone 10.
Harry
Co.
Drug
be given an opportunity at the above menNight Calls Answered bom residence Telephone No. i.
e
has been residing in Carlsbad for the
the
tioned time and place to
witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evipast year and a half, died last Satur
CHEAP RATES TO NEW YORK.
dence in rebuttal of that submitted by Santa Fe Filigree and
day at his home on Alameda Street of The Mexican Central has recently claimant,
Manubi. R. Otibo, Register.
Legal blanks of all kinds for sale at The New Mexican office.
that city. Sunday morning, the re placed on sale tickets to New York and
mains were sent to Cornwall-on-th- e
return going via the Mexican Central
DRIVEN TO DESPERATION.
Jewelry Manufacturing Co.
Hudson, New York, the old home of to either Vera Cruz or Tampico; thence
widow
the deceased. The
at
an
of
accompan via the famous Ward
out
the
way
Living
place,
Steamship Line remote from
ied them.
She will not return. Fri to
civilization a family is
New York. The return will be by
of
25th
was
the
often driven to desperation in case of
birthday
day evening
ento
over
El Paso. The
any line
the young man and it was celebrated at rail
accident, resulting in burns, cuts,
his home by a dinner party to which a tire trip covering thousands of miles, wounds, ulcers, etc. Lay in a supply
and
Mora
its famous
of Bucklen's Arnica Salve. It's the
large number of his friends were in- Havana, Cuba,
vited. He went to bed in good spirits. Castle, Newport and a dozen of the best on earth. 25c at Fischer Drug Co.
Shortly after midnight he was seized largest cities of the United States.
99
with a hemorrhage of the lungs from can be made for $122.60. A more dewhich he died at 2 o'clock Saturday lightful trip cannot be planned as stop
N. Mondragon, Mgr.
over privileges are allowed and the tic
morning.
the
kets are good for one year from
Sued By His Doctor.
date of sale. The trip Includes the City
"A doctor here has sued me for of Mexico, the "Paris of America,'
When the ticket agent asks you how you
$12.50 which I claimed was excessive Further Information can be secured by
for a case of cholera morbus," says R. addressing W. S. Mead, C. R. Hudson,
wish to travel east of Denver, just say
Langhlin Building, Don GasDir Avenue.
White, of Coachella, Cal. "At the trial general passenger agent, or W. D.
he praised his medical skill and medi Murdoch, assistant general passenger
"Burlington."
DELIVERED EVERY DAY
fjCfceL
tef tstCCCCCecef k.at,mK'SCS it'Mtm
cine. I asked him if it was not Cham agent
Then you are sure of a comfortable and
Cholera
berlain's Colic,
and Diarrhoea
Remedy he used as I had good reason
Short orders a specialty at Bon Ton.
safe journey, for the Burlington is the
Special Orders Can Be I,eft at
to believe it was, and he would not say
KAUNB'S GROCERY
docwas
it
not." No
under oath that
smooth road, you know, to St. Louis,
STARTLING EVIDENCE.
In the
tor could use a beter remedy than
Fresh testimony in great quantity Is
MUTUAL BUILDING L LOAN
this in a case of cholera morbus, It constantly coming in, declaring Dr.
Chicago and everywhere east.
ASSOCIATION
never fails. Sold by all druggists.
King's New Discovery for Consumption
Of Santa Fe
Phone 39.
Coughs and Colds to be unequaled. A Upper Palace Avenue.
Is
worth
$1.40
per share and marecent expression from T. J. McFar-land- ,
Let me answer your questions
tures when worth $200. The last
serves
Va.,
as examBentorville,
dividend wis nearly 9 per cent.
about the trip.
Dividends are credited every six
That's the yearly subscription price of ple. He writes: "I had bronchitis for
months.
thelatest and best journal in the interest 3 years and doctored all the time without being benefited. Then I began takNOW! Is the time to start in.
and cattle-rai- s
of farming,
For Fine Photos.
ing Dr. King's New Discovery, and a
Ticket Office. 1039 17th St.
ing. It will acquaint you with the cond- few bottles wholly cured me." Equally
Further Information furnished by
Finished in Platinum and
itions, climate, life and opportunities of effective in curing all lung and throat
O W. VALLERV, General Agent,
R.
J. CRICHTON, Secretary.
the Great Southwest. Issued monthlv; troubles, consumption, pneumonia and Platino.
Office: Catron Hlock, Up 8tairs
DENVER. H
-profusely illustrated. Address, forsam-pl- e grip. Guaranteed by Fischer Drug Co.
PLAZA STUDIO
With X. B. ft R. H. HANNA.
-,
copy, THE EARTH. 1118 Rail wav Trial bottles freregular sizes 50c
Santa Pe, N. M.
6
and $1.0.
Exchange, Chicago.

ST. LOUIS AND RETURN

$25.75.

It

one-thir-

d

Regui-convocati-

on

f

$

fl--

sea-leve-

T1E qAS. WAGJlEr FURJttlTUIE

d

-

CHILES

cross-examin-

Just say
Burlington

Golfli SilverTiligree

Jttew Home Bakery
FRESH

Bread. Cakes. Pies

ex?

ex"

! Stock

Mts. E. Helbig.

THE EARTH, 25c!

Go to Davis

fruit-growin- g

Santa Fe New Mexican, Saturday, Jane

A.

F. SPIE6ELBER6

MADRID

it,

X904.

DON'T WAIT.

NEWS ITEMS.

--

Take Advantage of Santa Fe Citizens
Experience Before It's Too Late.
When the back begins to ache.
Don't wait until backbone becomes
chronic.
Till serious kidney troubles develop.
Till urinary troubles destroy night's
rest.
Profit by a Santa Fe citizen's experience:
Mantle Jlontoya of Canon st., says:
"Eight months ago and for a year and
a half previous to that my back ached
continually. If there was any time
whsn a change was noticeable it Was
during wet and rainy spells when possibly the aching increased. Doan's Kidney Pills procured at Ireland's Pharmacy effectually stopped the aching
and what to rue is considerable more
importance and value, during the last
fight months there has not been a sign
of a recurrence."
For sale by all dealers; price 50 cents
a box. Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Euffalo, N.
Y.., sole agents for the United States.
Remember
the name Doan's and
lake no other.

226 San Francisco St., South Side of Plaza.

Mrs. Bruce Wilson, sister of Mrx.
Tlioraas Ramsey of this place came up
last Tuesday to visit her sister.
A good shower fell here last Tin
day. the first rain for many moons. It
was welcomi d by all, and we hope that
it will be followed by more, In a short
lime.
Mrs. Elizabeth Nieto, accompanied
by her children, and Sister Mary, left
for Gallup last Wednesday evening.
A match game of ball was played on
Blankets, Baskets, Pottery, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen Madrid
field between the Santa Fe
Drawn Work. Opals, Turquoises, Garnets
yompany bridge gang team from Lamy
i the Madrid team with a score of
and Other Gems.
.. to IC in favor of .Madrid.
PW7rTATTV
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Olson made a Lurgaj
ried
business trip to Santa Fe last
To have the best of everything In the line.
Thursday, driving across the country,
returning Friday.
A grand ball was given at the Madrid Opera House for the benefit of the
Madrid ball team, with $1(1 netted.
Dr. and Mrs. Palmer and daughters,
That is why you see our teams so busy supplying the wants of the peo- of Cerrlllos, arrived from their extensive eastern visit, last Sunday morn
ple with our fine
While away, they visited the
ing.
Louisiana Purchase Exposition at St.
O
Louis, and then their old horn" in West
Virginia.
They report an enjoyable
Notice for Publication.
but wet time of it.
Small Holding Claim No. 86SS1J
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Mrs. George Bailey who has for some
Department of the Intekiok,
few days been visiting her parents in
United States Land Office. Santa Fe. X .1
Tbat there is some difference
I.
Jlin
is hereby piven that the
Cerrlllos, returned to her home in San- follow 1904. Notice
in wodd. Our wood is the hest
claimant has died notice of
ta
his
last
to
intention
make
Fe,
fins
in support
Sunday morning.
to be had & always at your call.
ni his claim under sections proof
)6 and 17 of the
Dr. and Mrs. Clarke, and Mr. and net
of March ',1891 (26Stti . 814). as amended
Mrs. Gus Olson and daughter were in by the act of February 21. 189;! o7 Mats.. 471)1.
Your order will receive prompt and careful attention.
that said proof will be made before The
Cerrlllos last Sunday evening for sup- and
Probate Clerk at Santa Fe. V M on July 20,
1904, vis: Manuel C, de Baca for the Tract in
per, having been delayed by the heavy Sec
4. T. 13 N.. K. ii K.. N. M. I'. M.
He
names the following witnesses to prove his
OFFICE: Gurfleld Avenue, Near A. T. & S. F. Depot .
I'lione No,"81 rains during the afternoon, up the
River.
actual continuous adverse possession
of said
A game of ball has been matched tract foro! twenty years next preceding the
the township, via Andres (,'. de
survey
between the Madrid team and the
Baca, of Santa Fe, N. M .. fieorge Tru jlllo, of
N
M.
AffapitO Sena. Amhrosio
team of Santa Fe for next Sun- Kennedy.
I'ino. of Gahsteo, N. M,
day on the Santa Fe grounds. If the ....Any person who desires to protest against
a j,
or no Knows or
manager succeeds in getting a special any suhst fill.
mtial reasonijfuui,
tinder the laws anil
of
train there will be a good crowd of regulations the Interior Department why
uch proof should not lie allowed will be
rooters for the home team.
given an opportunity at the
Mrs. Nicholas Delaney leaves Thurs- tune am) pluee to
the wit- m "
iu cmumwiT. ana to oner evidence
Kansas for an extensive lu rebuttal
for
night
day
of
thai
submitted
hv claimant.
GEORGE E. ELLIS, Proprietor.
Mani.el. K. Oteko. Register.
visit, and will go from there to St.
Louis to visit the World's Fair.
Twice your money's worth at the
and steam-heate- d
The most conveniently located and only fire-proThe Madrid train crew have to go firm Ton.
the main line about every other
Hotel in the city. Electric lights, baths and sanitary plumbing out on for
It will pay you to advertise. Try it.
water. The supply from the
night
Cafe and Buffet
Cerrlllos Water Company is inadethroughout. Everything up to date. First-clas- s
OUR Facilities are complete for the
connedted. Fine Sample Room for Commercial Men e & & quate, for use in Cerrillos.
prompt production of Book, Pamph- et,
Catalogues, and General Print-uCOTTON RAISING
and Binding. We do n!y the Best
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN PLAN.
IN PECOS VALLEY grades of work and solicit the busi
ness of linns and individuals desiring
Postal Telegraph and Cable Go's Office in the Building Seme People Oonosed to It Because 'something above the ordinary"
at
simply a consistent rate for the char
They Believe That Alfalfa is
CORNER i'LAZA AND SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
acter of worl: w turn out.
Much More Profitable.

Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curies

Not Luck But Results.

COAL

WE WflGEB

NERO

M

Cial-iste-

.

--

CLAIRE HOTEL

--

above-mention-

cross-exami-

Near Raton, N. M., on this grant, are located the Coal Mines of ths
Raton Coal and Coke Company, where employment may be found at
good wages for any wishing to work during the seasons that farming or
prospecting can not be successfully done.
For particulars and advertising matter apply to

The Maxwell Land Grant Co
RATON. NEW MEXICO

g

An enthusiastic boomer of the Pecos
Valley, .1. K. Moore of Temple, Texas,
who recently settled at Artesia, had
intended putting in an experimental
crop of cotton this year on some of
the ranches of the valley hut has postponed the experiment for another year
as the people who own the land and
water in that section are opposed to
the scheme.
Many of the people in
the valley are from cotton raising sections and raised the product when it
sold for four, cents a pound.
Mr. Moore's idea was to raise and
sell cotton this season while it commanded a high price. He will try it
next year, however, and on his own
land. Mr. Moore owns 160 acres of land
near Artesia and he intends to bore a
well in the near future. It is his intention to plant a crop of cotton next
spring and then put out a crop of altried
falfa. Cotton raising has
at Carlsbad and found to be a success
and there- is no reason why it should
not be successful farther north.

INCORPORATED!

H. B, Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain, Floor and Potatoes
Stationery,
Patent Medicines and Grocers' Sundries.
PKOMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL, OKDEUS

Al.

Notice for Publication.
2020.)
OP SUE lNTEKIOll,

United Statps Land Office SautaFe. N. M.'
June 1. lit 4, Notice is hereby given that the
following-name- d
clai nam has tiled notice of
his intention to make final proof in support
of his claim under sections 16 and 17 of the
act of March 8, 1891 (20 Stats.. 884) a amended
by the act of February 21. 1898 (27 Sti'ts., 470).
and that said proof will be made before The
I'robate Clerk at Santa Fe. N. M.. on July 20.
I9J), Vii' PnncracioC de Baca for the Tract
in Sec. 4. T. 13 N.. K. 9 K.. N.
P .VI. He
n ines the following witnesses to prove his
actual continuous adverse possession of said
tract for twenty years nXt preceding the

t.

survey ui sue lownsiup,
viz; Anures u. U6
Haea.of Santa Fe. N. M . . George TrujiUo, of'
nvuunu, n. ..j., ft.vpM.
ujiiuj r?eilit. .IlllUrOSlO
Pino, of Galisteo,
Any person who desires to protest against
the allowance of said proof, or who knows of
any substantial reason under the laivs ami
regulations (if the Interior Department why
such proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
e
lime and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence
111 icMiuim 01 inai
suijiniTieu uy claimant.
Manubl R. OlBhO. tiegl.ler.

u)

particulars, address

r

Proprieto

Ojo Caliente. Taos Counly, N.'M

why DO SO MANY PEOPLE
CRESCENTS

(Small Holding Claim No.
DBPABTMBNT

these waters has been thoroughly
ed by the miraculous cures attested t
in the following
diseases: Paralysto,
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption
Malaria, Bright's Disease of the KM-neyAKW
Syphilitic and Mercurial
tions. Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, si
Female Complaints, etc., etc. Boar,
lodging and bathtsg, $2.60 per 4ay; W
per week; $50 per month. Stage tit set
Denver trains and waits ior Santa 3-train upun request. This resort ts attractive at all seasons, and is open nK
winter. Passengers for OJo C&liMsttt
can leava Santa Fe at 9 a. m.,
reach Ojo Caliente at 4 p. m. the &bi
day. Fare for round trip from Sat
Fe to Ojo Caliente, $7.40. Fot furtk -

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

-

FE, N.

GOLD MINES.
this Grant, about forty miles west of Springer, N. M.. are the go!
mining districts of Elizabethtown and Baldv. where Important mineral
discoveries have lately been made. Claims on unlocated ground may be
made under the turning regulations of the company, which are as favor
able to the prospector as the U. H. government laws.
On

lo-t- ed

I

SANTA

These farming lands with perpetual water rights are now being offered
for sale in tracts of forty acres and upwards. Price of land with perpetual water eights from $17 to 825 per acre, according to location. Payments may be made in ten year installments. Alfalfa, grains, fruits of
all kinds, and sugar beets grow to perfection.

These Celebrated Hot Springs are
in the midst of the Ancient Cliff
miles west of
dwellers, twenty-fiv- e
sob, aid fifty miles morth of Santa
Fe, aid about twelve miles from Barranca Station, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railway, from w.ilch point a
dally line of stages run to the Springs,
trke temperature of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degrees. 'She gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate
the
very dry and delightful
year
round. There la new a commcilous
hotel for the convenience of Invalids
and tourists. These waters contain
1,686.24 grains of alkaline salts to the
allon, being the richest alkaline Hot
BqriBga In the world. The efficacy of

1

THE

LANDS UNDER IRRIGATION SYSTEM.

FARMING

0J0 CALJEjVTE HOT SPRIJUGST"

d

OJLIPITXj COAL ITJi&lD

I

Maxwell Grant

i

FIRE WOOD

rase:

Twice as many Crescent bicycles as any
other have been bought annually for the
last six years.

WHY DOES THE NUMBER OF
CRESCENT RIDERS INCREASE
EACH YEAR

I
I

'

kaaHasMkr
H

I
I

Crescent sales have increased
year after year.

steadily

Vou can answer these questions yourself
if you will come to our store and see a
PrnVilili then wo will tint
need to ask

I

VmMi
H

f'r.-trt.-

WHY DON'T YOU RIDE A CRESCENT

la

I
I

above-mentione- d

cross-examin-

I

E. S. AfiDIEWS, 130 San Francisco St.

bf-e-

P

GOO

'

FOREST FIRES CHECKED.
After several weeks of hard fighting
by a force of 50 rangers and volunteers, the forest Are on the west side
of Mount Baldy, in the Mogollor.s, is
practically subdued, reports Supervisor McClure of the Gila River Forest
The area burnt out is about
Reserve.
the size of a township but very little
green timber was destroyed.

A

BICYCLES

HOTEL ARRIVALS.
A. A. Keen, Albuquerque;
Palace:
White-man- .
B. C. Casey. Denver; W. H.
O.
E.
Omaha:
Francisco,
City;
G. S. Kinhead,
Los Angeles; D. A.
Syme, El Paso.
Luis W. Galles, AlbuquerClaire:
que; Clpriano Baca, Albuquerque:
John P. Fletcher, Albuquerque; George
E.
P.
P. Leonard,
Albuquerque:
H.
J.
Hays
Albuquerque;
Thompson,
and family, Greeley, Colorado: Miss
Veda Graham, Greeley; T. J. Hunter,
Taos; G. A. Laney, St. Louis; George
A. Lamb, St. Joseph; F. A. Sullivan,
St. Louis; E. J. Vert, Las Vegas; Gus
Mulholland, City; L. H. Darby. Denver; Angus McGillveray, Estancia.
Bon Ton: George Devere, Las Vegas; Deluvino Romero.
Pojoaque:
David Quin tana. Pojoaque; Manuel Romero, Pojoaque; Jose A. Lujan, Pojoaque; F. G. Martin, Santa Rosa; Miguel
Hen-era- ,
Nambe; Frank Rose, El
Paso; C. J. McDermott. Torrance; V.
W. Light, San Juan; Charles Mcllvain,
El Paso; Joseph Dietz. Santa Fe.
Normandie:
Alexander Beauern.
Denver; William McDonald,
Denver;
George E. Williamson, Kansas City:
Fred E. Martell, St. Louis; J. I. Pain
ter, Emnorla, Kansas.

l

j

lavMMii
E.

W.

UUICKEL

11KN

"I
CAFE

jt When Vou Come to Albuquerque Don't Forget J

THE

:

ZEIGEK

QUICKEL

C& BOTHE,

x

j

Proprietors.

&&

Club Room and Billiard Hall Attached.
2

Corner Railroad Avenue and Second Street
NEW MEXICO

Good

ALBUQUERQUE

vermifuce!
Worms!Worenpdjes.JIW
WMirb'5 CREAM

For 20 Years JIm LeiUH

toured

by

for

JANIE3 F. BALLARD,

Sale By FISCHER DRUG COMPANY, Santa Fe,

St
1

lOUlG.

!.

j

eatlne at the Bon

Ton.

The Weekly New Mm
Ttnvlew
is published
hv tho Vs.. Mnvifnn
Printing Company every Thursday. It
contains the most reliable and latest
territorial, mining, educational, stock
raising, railroad social and political
news of the week from all
points of
the Territory. It is an excel'ent paper
to sand to friends in the east. Price
five cents per copy.
The El Paso, Northeastern
"Cloudcroft Line."

is

the

CHICAGO
AND BACK
One Way via
ST. LOUIS With
Ten Days Stop-Ove- r

OVER

June 1st to Sept. 30th
Limit Oct. 31st

$45

55

Full Particulars Santa Fe Ticket Offices
H. S. LUTZ,

Agent

Santa Fe New Mexican, Saturday, Jane i
THE

House Cleaning
ime

At-

Professor Edwin ,1. Vert, president
of the faculty of the Territorial Normal
School at Las Vegas, was a visitor in
the Capital today on official business
with he superintendent of public instruction of the Territory. Having
been accosted by a representative of
i

.New

904.

SUMER H0RHM.

At Las Vegas a Decided Success
tendance Very Satisfactory
Sure to Increase in 1905.

ih

, J

.Mexican he

submitted

grace-

fully to the pumping process and in answer to questions propounded said:
"The summer normal now being held
in Las Vegas is a pronounced
success. The enrollment at the end of
the third day was 31, and we are
of enough more to make the
number more than 40 before the end
of the season.
have received letters
from all parts of the Territory stating
that the extremely dry weather and
the consequent hard times have reA signifiduced the number
cant fact, however, is that all except
six of our students come from outside
of San Miguel County, They come
from Carlsbad. Roswell, Clayton. Dem-ing- ,
Taos, and intermediate points,
thus making the school thoroughly territorial in its membership.
are
"The students
particularly
pleased to have an opportunity to
study the more advanced branches required for a first grade certificate.
They inform us that they have never
before had an opportunity to take two
months
work in physics, botony.
zoology, algebra and advanced pedagogy. In the summer institutes where
there are not more than nine recitations even when the most favorable
plans are made, students can get but
a very slight start in these branches.
In our summer school every facility is
offered for doing eight weeks of solid
work.
"We are now making much of our
regular elementary normal course,
which comprises two years' work in
the branches required for a first grade
certificate, with a choice of some of
the strictly professional work. I am
convinced that what the greater number of teachers in New Mexico need
most, is a thorough course in the common branches.
More than half of
third
them are teaching on a
grade certificate, which- is merely a
permit to teach. The summer institutes are doing much good, but on account of the brevity of the period they
are in session, and the fact that they
are not graded, they cannot give the
rank and file of teachers the kind of
preparation they need. Many of our
summer school students appreciate
this fact, and have signified their intention to return in the fall to commence the course leading to a first
grade certificate.
"The large attendance at this session of the summer school has settled
all questions as to its future. It will
be made a permanent feature of the
We are reasonNormal University.
ably sure next year of more than
twice our present enrollment.
The
faculty will be doubled, more branches
will be added, and more classes will
be formed in the branches we now of
fer.

SUGGESTS THE USE OF

d

HOUSEHOLD AMMONIA,

1

BORAX,
CHLORIDE LIME

one-hal-

Bargains
to Offer You
This Week.

SCREEN DOORS
AH

Sizes and a arge Assortment to Choose From
L

SCREEN DOOR FIXTURES

Water Coolers.

Water Filters.

LAWN FURNITURE

Settees and Chairs
Lawn Mowers
Good Offerings in Qaeensware.

SANTA FE

HARDWARE
& SUPPLY CO.
CHARLES W DUDROW,

LUMBER - SASH - DOORS
Material.
All Kinds of Building

CARPET

CLEANING

And

carry a large stock of all and
can furnish them at reasonable
prices.

FISCHER DRUG CO.
230 San Francisco Street

CERBILLOS AND HAGAN COAL
Delivered to any part of the City.
TRANSFER AND STORAGE
We Haul Everything that Is Movable.

Final Homestead Entry.
The following final homestead entry-was today made in the TJ. S. land office: No. 336S. Amanda Martin of
SW
Wagon Mound, for the SW
NE
section 9, and E
SE
SE
section S, T 19 N, R 22 E..160
acres of land in Mora County.
Special Session of the Territorial
Land Board.
A special session of the territorial
land board was held at its office in the
There were
capitoi this afternoon.
present: Governor Otero, chairman
Solicitor General E. L. Bartlett, and
Land Commissioner A. A. Keen, the
latter as secretary of the board.
Territorial Funds Received.
The following public funds were today received by Territorial Treasurer
J. H. Vaughn:
From A. A. Keen, commissioner of public lands $1,951.64 to
be distributed to the following fund
Common school income fund, $.142 94;
University of New Mexico income
fund, $:108.84: Agricultural College income fund, $221.40; the Palace income
fund, $40; water reservoir for irrigation purposes income fund $600; public
at capital, income fund
buildings

:

Santa Fe,

P.

Jtt.

Legal Blanks

JACOB WELTIMiIEIR,

In Stock and for Sale by

BOOIS, STATIOJiEIY, rJAGAZIJIES,

ris

OFFICIAL MATTERS.

CCRD AND STOVE WOOD EXTRA DRY AND CUT TO FIT YOUR STOVE

POCI N D
COn
Various Disinfectants. We

Sf

PERIODICALS.

Headquarters for

THE NEW MEXICAN
PRINTING COMPANY.

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

.

Fine Confectionery and Cigars

MINING BLANKS.
208 San Francisco St.
Santa Fe. N. M.
Amended Location Notice, 2 sheet.
Agreement of Publisher, 4 sheet.
Proof of eLabor, 4 sheet.
sheet.
Lode Mining Location,
sheet.
SCIENTIFIC EMBALMING
Placer Mining Location,
Title Bond to Mining Property, l- -l
sheet.
At Oar
Title Bond and Lease of Mining Prop,
erty, 2 sheet.
Undertaking Parlors
Mining Deea, 2 sheet.
The Latest Scleatiflc Methods ef
Mining Lease, 2 sheet.
Coal Declaratory Statement, 2 sheet ire Employed.
Calls Answered treat the Parian Day er Nltht er by D0R0TE0 SENA, Agas
Coal Declaratory Statement and PowMa Road. Oar Parlors Consist of a Nicely see Appropriately Pitted Up Suite at No. ill
Affer of Attorney and
Uaceta Aveasc, West Side Plata. Sasta Fe, New Mexico,
idavit, 2 sheet.
Notice of KIght to Water, 4 sheet
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.
Forfeiture, orPubllshing Out Notice
sheet.
STOCK BLANKS.
Bill of Sale, Animals Bearing Vendor's Recorded Brand, 4 sheet.
(In books 25 blanks, 40c. per book.)
Bill of Sale, Animals Not Bearing
FINE MONUME NTS TO ORDER.
Vendor's Recorded Brand, 4 sheet.
sheet
Bill of Sale, Range Delivery,
Authority to Gather, Drive and Han
$3:12.46.
dle Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded
From Ceorge .1. Pace, treasurer and Brand,
sheet.
collector of Colfax County,
Authority to Gather, Drive and Han
$66.86. taxes for 1902, and $11,133.87 dle Animals Not Bearing Owner's Rec
taxes for 1903.
orded Brand, 2 sheet.
1.
sheet
Certificate of Brand,
JUSTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS.
The New Mexican Printing Company
Eat dinner tomorrow and play even
has prepared civil and criminal dockets
especially for the use of justices of the at the Bon Ton.
peace. They are especially ruled, with
printed headings, in either Spanish or
The New Mexican Printing Com.
paper, pany is headquarters for engraved
English, made of good record
!
strongly and durably bound with leath- cards de visite in New Mexico. Get
er back and covers and canvas sides; your work done here and you. will be
have a full index In front and the fees pleased in every particular.
of Justices of the peace and constables
Wishing to retire from business I will sell my
printed in full on the first page. The
MONEY'S DIGEST.
inches. These hooka
pages are 10
entire stock of
The New Mexican Printing Conv
are made up In civil and criminal docmade
has
arrangements INDIAN
MEXICAN BLANKETS. POTTERY
kets, separate, of 320 pages each or with pany
of Money's Digest
both civil and criminal bound in one with the publlaher
BASKETS. DRAWN WORK. CURIOS. ETC.
of the New Mexico reports to sell the
book, 80 pages civil and 820 pages crim
reduced price of $6.50,
the
at
same
inal. To Introduce them they are offer
At less than Cost
delivered In any pat of the Territory.
ed at the following low prices:
will
hold
a
for
good only
This price
$4 Ot
Civil or criminal
in order to reduce the
TOURISTS:
Combination civil and criminal I M,. limited time
as to pay for the publishing
For 45 cents additional for a single stock sobook..
This price ia subject to
Do
docket or 55 cents additional for a com of the
without
withdrawal
notice, cash to
bination docket, they will he sent by
&
do
mall or prepaid express. Cash In full accompany each order.
order.
State
must accompany
plainly
If you have any clean cotton rags
whether English or Spanish printed
Send for Catalogue
are suitable for cleaning machinthat
Address
la
Sign of the Old Cart
wanted.
heading
ofto
them
the
New
Mexican
ery, bring
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO,
Cor. San Francises Street and Burro Alley
fice and receive cash for same.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
1

4

2

fcore

35 Santa Pe

Branch Office and Yards Cerrillos, N.

M

. C. "3T02STTZ makofacturer o- f-

-

PJcxican Filigree Jewelry
DEALER IN

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry and Hand Painted China.
Repairing of Sue watches and Jewelry wvrk a specialty.

IN

1L

mi Ud

$
247 San Francisco

IIDIA1

it

FILIGREE

GOODS

WHOLESALE

til UTAH

St

Letup's St. Louis Beer.

KINDS OP MINERAL WATERS
Jt MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY
The Trade Supplied From One Bottle to a Carload.

j jt

1- -2

PILLED

Goadoifipc Street, Santa Fe, N. M. Phone No. 38

Non-Miner- al

1- -4

DUDROW & MONTENIE

1--

1- -4

GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY SHOP

1- -2

1--

1- -2

CLOSING
OUT

SALE

WPSON

and

iTLANTIC
UNO

ft

Cleveland
OHIO.

a
g mi
m

rc

j-i-

i ins.

-.
GREAT PPOTECTOIL--

mali

you know

you

W. H. GOEBEL, The Hardware Dealer,
Catron Block, No.

311

Santa Fe, N. M.'

that you miss half of Santa Fe if

not visit our Curio Store

$

Free Museum

